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CHAPTER OJIE
BOOTBLACKS AS A PHENOMENON OF URBAN LIFE
I» Introduction *
As one enters the city by train, bus, boat or plane, he i
s
greeted by a griny youngster with a shine box slung over his shoulder
who calls out, ’•Shine, sir”. The traveler may take little cogniz-
ance of this boy but as he wends his way through the crowded streets
he is accosted again and again, and finally as an entire group of
bootblacks descend upon him, he v/ill either succumb to their sales-
manship or shov^ his resentment of their insistence. In any case he
will have become fully aware of their existence.
The daily commuter or city dweller is not so conscious of
these bootblacks because to him they are an accepted part of urban
life* Unless a bootblack is offensively persistent or has become an
acquaintance, the average passerby pays little attention to the boy
•ydio plies his trade on the busy downtown streets. This phenomenon
of urban life is true of other cities which we have visited as well
as of Boston*
Although there are thousands of bootblacks throughout the
cities of the United States, there has been relatively little con-
cern over them* One explanation for this is that bootblacks are
regarded as independent ’’little merchants”* They are self employed
and do not come within the .jurisdiction of laws o ontrqlling_M^
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regulating employees* Not a single boy iivhoin we have studied is
employed by another person, (l) Bootblacks are regarded as an edu-
cational or police problem rather than a labor problem.
II. Sxjmmary of Regulations Affecting Bootblacks In Boston.
A. Jurisdiction
In the city of Boston bootblacks are regulated and super-
vised by the School Committee which is empov/ered by State and City
legislation. (2) The Supervisor of Licensed Minors is directly in
charge.
B. Restrictions
No boy under 12 years of age is permitted to exercise the
trade of bootblack in any street or public place. A boy over 12
years of age may engage in shining shoes on the street provided he
has obtained a badge vjhich is to be worn conspicuously during the
time that he works. No boy \uider 16 years of age is permitted to
shine shoes before five o'clock in the morning or after 9 o'clock
in the evening, nor during the hours vAien the public schools are in
session unless he is provided with an employment certificate.
C. License
In order to procure a badge a boy must procure his birth
certificate proving that he has reached his 12th birthday. He then
obtains an application from his teacher or principal vdiich is signed
by his parent or guardian, certifying the sponsor's promise to see
that the boy lives up to the license regulations. The teacher or
1. See graph ^, Chap. Two.
2. Rules & Regulations of Public Schools of Boston, pp. 181-183.
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principal records on the card vdiether the boy has any physical
defects and also his standing in regard to scholarship, attendance
and conduct. The boy brings the application and certificate of
birth to the Supervisor of Licensed Minors. If the Supervisor is
of the opinion that the boy’s health, scholarship, attendance and
conduct are satsifactory and that the boy knovs the street trades'
regulations, he issues a badge to the boy for Tivhich there is a charge
of 25/. This badge is valid \antil the boy reaches his 16th birth-
day at vhich time it must be returned to the principal of the school
which the boy attends. Badges are not transferable. Boys 16 years
of age or older must apply for a badge at the Licensing Bureau at
City Hall.
D. Supervision
The work of supervising bootblacks on the street is carried
on by the Supervisor of Licensed Minors assisted by one Supervisor
of Attendance. Any boy who violates trade regulations is v/amed
by the Supervisor and his parent or guardian is notified. In case
of a second violation, the boy may be arrested and dealt vath as a
delinquent child. A boy who fails to comply with any of the legal
requirements may have his badge revoked.
Bootblacks who are apprehended while working witho\jt a
license, or vSno violate some rule, are v.'arned the first time. But
on the second or subsequent times they and their parents are sum-
moned to the Newsboys' Trial Board. The proceedings of the News-
boys’ Trial Board are held in a room adjoining the office of the
Supervisor. Although this board has no power other than revoking
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of licenses for three months, or referral to Juvenile Court, it
is set up in a formal court manner. The Supervisor acts as prosecut-
ing attorney. Usually he is also the complainant. A Supervisor
of Attendance and three street-traders of the entire city, act as
judges. The parents of the defendant are also summoned to appear
and must be present at the time of the trial. The charges are
presented before the court. The previous record of street trades
violation by the defendant, if any, are read. The boy and the
parents are permitted to present their case. The judges decide as
to the disposition of the case. Usually the boy is warned and the
parents are reminded in no \mcertain terms of their responsibilities
in regard to the boy, and the case is filed. The rdiole procedure
is legalistic, fraught v/ith threats, wdth no attempt to gain the
confidence or understanding of the persons involved or to treat the
underlying causes. In cases of extreme stubbomess or many re-
cidivisms the boj'-s are referred to Juvenile Court.
The Newsboys' Trial Board ivas initiated 26 years ago. The
present Supervisor of Licensed Minors boasts that although he re-
ceives no extra pay for conducting the Court, he has not missed a
Thursday evening session since its inception. We have visited the
Court upon several occasions and know personally many street- traders
who have been "tried” there. The following case is a typical situa-
tion in which we have participated.
Case ^1 (Frank and the Supervisor of Licensed Minors)
Frank, a 14 year old crippled Italian boy, orphaned and
living with an aunt, came to our office one day trembling
.fiiTctZ to ^sc^no.v eotdt to'^ B©t0»oil lo
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vdth fear* He had received a "sunmons” to appear before
the Trial Board with his guardian and face charges of
shining shoes without a license. He said that his aunt
y.ns ill and asked us to accompany him because he was "scared
to death" of the Supervisor. At the Trial Board v.^e explained
the situation and bur position. The Supervisor started to
"give us the works" as he does to all those who come before
the Board. He proceeded to "lay down the law" wdth which
TUB informed him vre were thoroughly acquainted. He pointed
out that we had no legal right to represent Frank and that
the boy would have to return v/ith his aunt next w^ek. Know-
ing full well the Supervisor's "technique" we bore the brunt
of his emotional outburst and rantings with composure. Out-
side the office, Frank confessed that his aunt was not ill
but had previously been ill for several weeks and he v/as
afraid to upset her with tidings of his getting into trouble.
"She'll kill me", he cried. YIe accompanied him home and
explained the situation to his aunt. As we talked to the
aunt, Frank stood at the further end of the room and sobbed
quietly. She said that she understood and vrould accompany
him to the Newsboys' Court next week. She then put her arm
around his shoulder to reassure him. As wre left Frank said
nothing but gratefully thanked us with a smile although his
eyes were brimming with tears.
E. Police Supervision
The police are concerned vrith bootblack regulations as part
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of their general dutj’’ to enforce existing laws. However, they do
not bother with the bootblacks except upon complaint. Some police-
men are friendly, some are indifferent and some regard bootblacks
as the bane of their existence, (l) This variation in attitude leads
to inconsistent treatment of bootblacks and considerable confusion
and misunderstanding.
Some policemen insist that bootblacks remain at a particular
spot. Others insist that the bootblacks keep moving up and down the
streets. Ganging up and blocking store windows or building entrances
are the cause of most complaintw and conflicts. Vi/hen store managers
and building superintendents bring pressure to bear upon the patrol-
men by complaining to their superiors, they become especially
militant in "cleaning up the shineboys”. Often their ire is vented
upon all bootblacks that come w-ithin their reach whether they are
at fault or not. The following case is illustrative of such treat-
ment.
Case
'-jfZ (The Police Captain and the Bootblacks)
.laii ^1^— 111. IM. ^ m mm m «
One day while on a "friendship tour" we noticed a Provd Car
being loaded with shineboxes wtiich were taken from the boot-
blacks by the police. Several boys whose boxes were con-
fiscated came to me and complained that they had badges,
that they "weren’t doin' nothin'" and that the police had
taken their boxes away. Upon inquiring we were informed by
the police that "orders were orders". "The Skipper said
take away every damn one you can lay hands on and he meant it.
1, See graph EE Chap. Two
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See the Skipper”, we were advised. Escorted by several
outraged boys ive proceeded to ”see the Skipper”* Our es-
cort increased in nvunbers as ive neared the police station.
"We’ll v/ait outside”, the boys said* No amount of
assurance from us could persuade them to enter and face the
captain* They"just weren’t taking any chances"* The captain
was as angry as any man vre have ever seen* For several
minutes he fumed and raged at the very mention of "bootblacks"*
It was writh considerable difficulty that we finally made clear
to him our position* We pointed out that he had no legal
right to confiscate the boxes of all bootblacks indiscrimin-
ately* The captain explained that he had received so many
complaints that morning that he had decided to clean up
the entire business because the School Department didn’t
seem to be able to handle the situation* Nevertheless, those
boys who had licenses got their boxes back*
The bootblacks were unmolested by police until the
captain had another bad day* Such episodes are taking place
daily* By no means are the police alone at fault* The boys
themselves often carry on so as to justifiably bring down upon
themselves the wTath of the police* Hov^ever, it is the incon-
sistency of the police methods that develops in the boys
an attitude that the "cops are agin them"* This feeling of
injustice and resentment is directed against other forms of
authority also*
III* Approaches to Bootblacks in Other Cities*
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8A. Varying Attitudes To\vard Bootblacks
Although there is similar legislation in other states regu-
lating the age and hours of work and also requiring some sort of
license or badge, the approach made to the bootblacks differs con-
siderably. (l) In some cities bootblacks are considered to be a
common nuisance and every effort is made to curtail their activities,
even though they may be properly licensed. In such cities boot-
blacks become a police problem. In other cities the educational
values of daily work experiences are recognized and the bootblacks
are considered to be an educational problem. In many instances
vathin the same city, newsboys are regarded with respect and prestige
while the bootblacks are looked upon as street urchins and nuisances.
B. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Mr. Henry J. Gideon, Director of the Division of Compulsory
Education in Philadelphia, v-Tites to us as follows:
"For nearly twenty years this division has had
some responsibility for the supervision of the street
trades. Originally two, and later one attendance officer
has been assigned full time to this v.’ork. He is allowed
automobile service, and is able, therefore, to cover large
section of the city.
During the earlier years, attention was directed
almost entirely to nev/spaper boys selling the earlier editions
of the morning papers which were placed on sale about 10
o'clock at night. Both morning and evening newspapers gave
1. Child Yforkers oh City Streets pp. 54.
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splendid cooperation in our work v.-hich was principally the
enforcement of the Child Labor Lavir which forbade the em-
ployment of females in this work, the employment of boys
under 16 years of age after 8 o’clock at night or before
6 a.m. and the employment of boys under 12 years of age in
this work at all*
The situation in Philadelphia has been kept well in
hand. One evening paper which employs approximately 3,000
newsboys, most of them students in our secondary schools,
has a well organized service with a trained man in charge.
Last fall a committee was organized to promote co-operation
between the newspaper and the school. This committee was
composed for the most part of school coxmselors.
llpre recently our special difficulty has been wiidi
bootblacks, lAiio have multiplied many, many times during the
past six years. The schools are not in a position to con-
trol these bootblacks, nor in fact the boys vdio sell hand-
bags and other small merchandise in the crowded sections of
the ciiy. In recent years the Bureau of Police has organized
a very effective Crime Prevention Service. This service
includes several policewomen. Mr. R. F. Lafferty, special
assistant in this division, is in close touch vd.th the Crime
Prevention Service, and this cooperation has enabled us to
keep bootblacks and other street merchants, other than news-
paper boys, fairly well tinder control. Mrs. Norma Carson,
in charge of the policewomen, has organized a Bootblacks’
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Club -ftiiich meets periodically at the Crime Prevention
Center. This club is organized for the purpose of securing
cooperation from the older bootblacks in keeping younger
boys off the streets.
So far as our own service is concerned, the folloiving
procedure is follov/ed. When the attendance officer, wiio is in
charge of supervision of street trades, finds a child ap-
parently violating the law, the name, address and school
attended by the child are noted. A notice of the apparent
violation is sent to the district attendance officer, where
the complaint is taken up by the attendance officer or the
home and school visitor of the school the child attends.
A call is made at the home and later the child is interviewed
at the school in the principal’s office. In exceptional
cases the parent and the child are sent for, to be inter-
viewed here in the Administration Building. Usually, some
plan is made which wall take the place of street trading;
that is, some interesting activity which can be a substitute
for the work on the street”.
V/e may note that in Philadelphia, newspaper boys have an
assured and respected status in society with both the newrspapers
and school co-operating in friendly supervision. The bootblacks
however, are regarded as a police problem and their increasing
numbers is deplored. The bootblacks club organized by the Crime
Prevention Service is maintained primarily to keep younger boys off
the street. To our knowledge no effort is made to use the street
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experiences constructively in improving the trade or in helping
the bootblacks.
C. Los Angeles, California
A bill is nov,' pending before the California state legisla-
ture raising the age requirement of street traders from ten to four-
teen years of age. In Los Angeles, the Crime Prevention Division
plays an important role in regulating bootblacks. Lieutenant E. W.
Lester of this division writes to us as follows:
’’This Division is directly charged with the responsi-
bility of applying preventive or curative treatment in all
matters affecting delinquent children or those who have
problems which may, if not corrected, result in delinquency.
'A'e are deeply interested in the sociological phase of police
v/ork, believing that inadequate parental supervision, improper
associates and environmental surroundings are responsible for
juvenile delinquency rather than any innate criminality in
the child.
In Los Angeles, boys have made a practice of shin-
ing shoes after school and at night. They have found busi-
^ ness more lucrative in the vicinity of beer halls, and fall
easy victims to the practices of degenerates. For this
reason we maintain a Night Detail in the downtov/n area for
the purpose of keeping these children off the streets after
nine p.m. and of discouraging their working in undesirable
surroundings. The children are taken home and the parents
are made aw-are of the necessity for closer and better super-
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vision of boys' activities. If parental cooperation is not
secured the cases are referred to some Social Agency. 'Ne
have found that since the institution of this practice there
has been a marked decrease in the delinquency rate of those
areas affected.”
The Crime Prevention Division of the Los Angeles Police
Department is renowned for its intelligaat and effective handling
of juveniles. However, we note that here also bootblacks are
regarded as potential delinquents. No effort is made to emphasize
the positive aspects of bootblacking.
D. Milwaukee, Wisconsin
In Milwaukee, the Department of Ihinicipal Recreation and
Adult Education has set up through its Street Trades Office an
•unusual organization called the Ne-wsboys' Republic, (l) Although
the primary concern is with newsboys, we were given to vinderstand
that bootblacks are beginning to take part also. It is the positive
constructive point of view which is manifested to-ward street trades
in Milwaukee that is of particular interest to us.
V^en the Street Trades Law administration was taken out of
the jurisdiction of the School Board through an act of the State
Legislature, consent vrSiS given by the officials of the liilv/aukee
Public Schools -that the educational and social concern with new^sboys
should be maintained. The school officials recognized that the
above objective is made possible primarily through the Newsboys’
1. Annual Report, Newsboys Activities, Mil-vre-ukee Public Schools
Tepartment of Ikmicipal Recreation and Adult Education, 1937-38.
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Republic*
The Newsboys’ Republic is patterned after the government of
the United States. Once each year the citizens of the Newsboys’
Republic elect a president, vice-president, senators, congressmen
and governors. Members of the cabinet are appointed by the president.
There are tv/o political parties: the People’s Party and the Pro-
gressive-Independent Party. Each party has its platform drafted
in a party convention. The Congress of the Newsboys’ Republic
proposes the following essential principles: (l)
1. To maintain functioning school newsboj^s’ clubs.
2. To request our principals and teachers to insist
on a best possible school work standard for the
newsboys.
3. To urge obedience to the Street Trades Law as a
civic duty.
From the preable of the Newsboys’ Republic Constitution
W'e quote: (2)
".......to understand m.ore clearly the duties and
responsibilities of American citizenship, to become more
familiar with the machinery and the practice of government
in a representative democracy. ..... .and to promote the general
w^elfare of oin* fellow citizens .".
The ultimate purpose of organizing the nev/sboys into school
clubs and into the Newsboys’ Republic is to promote the educational
and socia!^ vrelfare of these boys. Projects and activities are well
1. Ibid, pp. 1
2. Ibid, pp. 4
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organized and include business meetings, parties, sports, monthly-
paper, forum lectures on various aspects of the newspaper business
and an annual election and banquet. These activities are carried
on only through the willing co-operation of the principals and
teachers.
The Newsboys’ Republic has been in existence for ten years
in Milv/aulcee. Its vie-wpoint of recognizing street trades as an
educational experience, and of utilizing school facilities and per-
sonnel in the promotion of extra-educational and social velfare of
these boys is a definite departure from, the usual attitude tcw^ard
street-traders.
E. Hartford, Connecticut
In Hartford, a Youth Agency, called the Friends of Boys,
concerns itself particularly -with bootblacks and more recently
also -with nev/^sboys. (l) It is privately supported and purports to
provide counsel and guidance to boys engaged in street trades. The
agency is located in a strategic position to co-operate with social
agencies of the East Side. Ample space is provided for an office,
street trade business meetings, a boys' cooperative supply store,
a reading room, a printing press and a shine-box repairing shop.
All bootblacks are licensed through the "Friends of Boys"
in co-operation -with the public schools and the License Bureau.
The Bootblack Association, a democratic, self-goveniing organiza-
tion composed of all licensed shine boys (some 450) determines
1. Pamphlet, Hartford Friends of Boys, no date
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The working policy and public relationship. Sixteen members elected
by the Association constitute a Council and serve as a clearing house
and a steering committee for the Association, somewhat as follow's;(l)
"Tv^o hundred and ten bootbladks meet in school clubs
on school time, discussing and analyzing their trade problems.
The remainder meet for the same purpose, either in groups
at the club headquarters or in space provided by community
facilities in their own immediate neighborhood. Sugges-
tions or recommendations from any of these clubs are re-
ceived by the Council, referred back to all the clubs and
then drafted as a suggested procedure for the quarterly
Association meetings."
Thus the approach to all bootblack problems is placed upon
an educational plane. A heightened respect for law and order fol-
low^s because these boys have a share in evolving and developing
their o\m rules and regualtions. The Association has initiated
and carried through a new City Ordinance regulating street trades.
It also assvunes a share in the responsibility of supervising of
bootblacks. The Hartford Times reports that 450 licensed boot-
blacks do an annual business of $40,000. (2)
The Friends of Boys staff visits the boys at work on the
streets. Disputes and misunderstandings are faced as they arise.
If necessary, special groups are scheduled to discuss and effect
a solution for these problems. Interviews with parents at the
1. Ibid. pp. 2
2. Hartford Times, Editorial, November 8, 1938
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time of licensing tend to win more intelligent home co-operation.
”<hen extreme cases of maladjustment appear, cooperating community-
agencies share in the corrective process necessary.
The Bootblack Association o-wns and operates a Supply Store,
publishes a monthly paper. The Boys Street Trade Ilevfs
,
carries on
recreational activities v.d-th the cooperation of other social agencies
and runs a summer camp.
We may note that in Hartford we have a distinctively new
approach in -vdiich the supervision of bootblacks is carried on for
the most part by a private social agency in vdiich the boys them-
selves share a major responsibili-ty . Street trades are regarded
as a legitimate business and standards are developed and maintained
by the boys’ ovm organization. Bootblacks are not chased off the
streets but the situations in w'hich they are involved become the
subject matter of club discussion and action. This procedure of
recognition and analysis of problems, and effecting adjus-fcment through
social action and continued responsibility is regarded as an educa-
tional process in character building and development of good citi-
zenship.
IV. The Burroughs Newsboys Foundation , (l)
A. Status
The Burroughs Newsboys Foundation is located at 10 Somerset
Street, on Beacon Hall, in Boston. It -was founded 11 years ago
by a former newsboy, Mr. Harry E. Burroughs. The original charter
1. Condensed and adapted from A Survey of the Burroughs Newsboys
Foundation by George Lodgen in 1933.
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provided that the meirbership was to be restricted to nev-'shoys only*
Shortly after, however, it was amended to include "all boys working
by necessity on the streets". It is supported by the Commiinity
Federation and by private donations. Although the Foundation serves
street trades boys particularly, it is a private youth agency and
has no legal jurisdiction over street traders*
B. Origin
Coning to the United States at the age of 12, Harry E*
Burroughs was immediately precipitated into the street, faced with
the task of earning his own living* As a newsboy, he vas thrown
into contact with various types of people, good and bad, and v.as
often forced by the pressure of circinnstances to go about his wnrk
improperly fed and clothed and was subjected to all the influences
which constant street life would naturally bring to bdar upon a boy*
He lived in the slums, surrounded by filth and noise and often
brutality. He ate his meals "catch as catch can". He had no place
of refinem.ent or quiet to which he could retreat.
Even as a boy Mr. Burroughs realized that his was no excep-
tional case; that very probably almost all of the boys w'orking on
the streets were subjected to the sam.e spiritual and phj'-sical defi-
ciencies, the same malignant influences and very probably the same
yearning for bodily comfort and self-respect as he experienced.
Consequently, at an early age in his career he resolved that if it
were possible, he vrould endeavor to make up in part to the newsboy
TThat he himself felt to be so w^oefully lacking in his own life. As
a result of this idea, in December rof 1927 cam.e the Burroughs Newsboys
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Foundation, "aiming to bridge the gap between the street life of the
boy and his future responsibilities."
C. Philosophy and Purpose
There was a definite philosophy which stimulated the objec-
tive work. It was felt that the boy who works on the street is not
devoid of a feeling for aesthetic appeal, but merely that the senti-
ment is latent and not satisfied. These boys had leterally been
bom and brought up in their kitchens, using the living room, (the
"parlor" or "front room") if there was one in their homes, only on
most special occasions. Quiet surroundings, softspoken people,
pictures, rugs on the floor, books on the shelves w/ere totally
foreign to their lives. And yet these v/ere the things they craved
and for which they had a wholesome respect. To be permitted to use
a building so equipped was the fulfillment of a real desire.
It was the theory of the founder that the impression made
upon the boy by his surroundings w^ould have the effect of curbing
his coarseness and stilling his loudness. It w'ould make the boy
more of a gentleman and inculcate in him a respect and adm.iration
for culture which it was hoped he vrould carry with him, once the
initial impression had been made, into his home and into his future.
But the crowning point of the plan for carefully selected
and refined surroundings had to do vdth the self-respect of the
boy. The realization that he, coming from the slums, had a right
to use these beautiful things, impressed upon him the fact that he
was really no w^orse than others, and helped to do aT/s.y with the feel-
ing of inferiority and insufficiency which the nature of his trade
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forced upon him. Every newsboy, according to Mr. Burroughs, con-
sciously or unconsciously feels inferior to other boys who have op-
portunities which he is denied, and imless this feeling can be coxm-
teracted, diminished or eradicated, it stands as a definite obstacle
in the way of his success. It may be evidenced in one of two ways:
it may cause him to feel imcertain of himself in vhatever he attempts
to do beyond the scope of his regular activities, or it may bring
about a definite compensatory reaction in the form of extreme
boisterousness, blatancy and coarseness. In either case vhether it
evidences itself as a feeling of mental insecurity or as a defense
mechanism, it is undesirable. Consequently by offering to the street
trader a place vhere he could have the opportimities ordinarily
denied him, it was felt that to a great degree this would compensate
for the deficiency and v/ould inculcate in him the sentiments of
gentlemanliness and self-respect.
But the mere giving of such a place was insufficient of
itself. It was necessary to imipress upon the mind of the boy that
this was a place exclusively his o'vvn and v.-lthout connotation of a
charitable institution. He w-as to have more than a license to use;
he had to regard it as part of his own life and property. How w^as
this end to be achieved? In the first place, by making it an
organization restricted to boys of his ovai type, coming from the same
social class and employed in the same manner as he v/as, a feeling
of common interest w^as engendered. In the second place, the name
of the organization itself, -while partly supporting the first state-
ment, served to impress upon him ihat the -whole project -was backed
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gnHd x*^ ^aatdlvitna taXtrgat aid lo eqoos arid toxari ob od
ewatdx® 'io tno‘1 add ai Rotfvno^ x^ofa&Reqmoo editrilab a dnoda
di tartdarbr eaao taiidlo nl .^^:ea^e^JW>o hca yattadBld ^aaacaootadelod
anaa'iab a aa to Ituoaeni Xadoedr lo golXaol « aM 'Maafi eoonoblvo
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;03j; f.d oprroolX « oiifld atox avari of amr *E .coldydldecci ®Xtf»dltadt>
as/r -fcV .vdt^^otq boJB allX *T*ro •id lo dtirj aa dl bnagat bf bad ori
a« dt ^r.idaa ,.-oaIq datH vjrfd rtl tbatalritiuB od od boa slrid |
BCTfa Ofi"? wot*! gtljcoo ^aCfXf awo aid 1[0 evo<f od fcadottdsat aoidatla^ajtb 1
aolXoVi ® »a»tr ari sa taixrtjwit aataa arid al bo^oXqma boa aaaXo I*1 oog
CTw^; -^rfd ^aoafi fcftooaa akf nl .Latabnogao aw d? otsdirl nocraoo lo
-j^dadt d»til arid ^nidtoqqu® aXlri*’ ,1 Xaedi /toxd^xxasgto ‘erid lo
batVad B«r do»t®'*"^ aXcrfa aril da rtl airi coqu a^trrqaU of barxaa ^faoa:
by one who xmderstood him by the virtue of the fact that the founder
himself had been subjected to the identical kind of life. Here
YTas no condescending and pitying charity, but instead a sincere
’’straight from the shoulder” attempt to give him what he was missing.
It was believed that one of the most important reasons for
the boy’s initiation into anti-social conduct was caused by his
desire for approbation. If this need for applause could be directed
into socially acceptable channels some of his problems would be
solved. For that reason the boy has been given an opportunity to
enlarge his feeling of accomplishment by the presence of vocational
and avocational arts which stimulate emd give direction to his
creative desires. He has the opportunity to recieve the applause
of others by participation in dramatics, orchestra, arts and crafts,
discussion groups and other interests without indulging in petty
larceny or breaking and entering to receive the applause of the
gang.
D. The Extension Department
The Extension Department is one of the major departments of
the Burroughs Newsboys Foundation. It vra.s initiated in December,
1935, imder the direction of Ur, Don G. Churchill, Educational
Director, for the purpose of organizing street-trades’ clubs in
Greater Boston so that the services of the Burroughs Newsboys
Foundation might be extended to those street-trades boys who live
at some distance and do not have ready access to the institution
itself. Clubs are restricted to street trades boys and
,
as far
as possible, they are organized on the basis of particular trades;
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Laaoidaoor lo awia^^a-xq add '^d daaauiaiXqiooaaa acilaal aid agiaXna
eld od acidnanib. ©!>'. toe adaXiratldi doirfs adna laxioidanoTa htre
aaueXq'jB add 07?^aa^ od ^diaodicqqo add «jwC aS .i<nleafa arideait)
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^fldoq nl 3;ri3lu>‘'Cjr dvoridlw ideartodKl ^oHdo tcr.n aquiatg xaoleauaalb
odd lo aauelqqii add orl^oan od 3ni*i'*dfla bna • alaJeadd 'xo vaaonaX
tftgr'd-; agog colaxtedxg Oi-IT .0
lo fofjMe add lo aao c- dno«dd*qaCI colsmfdxi aifT
,torjTi 3O0u xfl eatr dX aotdabaao'n eipidwaB ad3ao*rrxdl odd
lacioivreciib. ,XXldoni'dO .0 ao<2 .'I’i lo jBcldoa«i±b add labaw ^BoeX
nl a/wlo ’ »ai a^d-doaids jaisloB^To lo aaoqni/q Oiid lol ,iodaaT.i<I
c\odriroK edsMotnog add lo eoDiv*!©* odd dedd: o* nodaoS. todfioiO
eriX orf» Bvod et*fc*7d-i8e*t3-a aaoiil od babciajxo ad drijia aoxddbauol
aoidodldafll ‘»id od aeaooa sttaiI don ob bne aaiTKlaib eeoe d«
nel 8B 5 baia Rqcci eoband daand* od fcadolidzan- one adJ/XD .llaadi
;8at»s-rd talDoidiftq lo alBBcf add oo baslateano anA x^idd ^olcfisaoq 3B
nev/sboys’ clubs and shineboys’ clubs. At the present time there
are thirty such clubs meeting in 17 different centers and using
whatever facilities their local commumities have available. The
clubs are essentially non-equipm.ent groups in which emphasis is
placed on discussions of street-trade and life experiences.
The leaders are part-time paid workers, college men from
three local schools "ch o are majoring in sociology or social work
and are especially interested in hviman relationships. They spend
half of their v/orking time on the streets in contact with the boys
at T^-ork or else in the neighborhoods in which the boys live. The
process of becoming thoroughly acquainted with street-traders and
their trade and life experiences is called ” street-work" or "friend-
ship tours". The other half of the leaders* time is spent in club
work. Clubs are self-governed and have no pre-determined curriculvmi.
Problems for discussion may be initiated by either the leader or by
the members. In any case they arise out of the life situations in
which the boys find themselves. Special interests and activities
are also follovred in accordance with the members' desires and the
available facilities.
The writer has been Supervisor of the Extension Department
since its inception in 1935 j and has noted ihat at the Burroughs
Newsboys Foundation there is a deepening concern for the street
trades boy. There is a growing av;areness of his needs and problems
and there is a distinct effort to assist him in the many aspects
of his personal and social life. Street trades boys are not re-
garded as nuisances nor as problems but as individual human beings
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growing up in the complex environment of city streets and needing
guidance in adjusting to every day life situations.
In the Extension Department ive may note, as is developed
in Chapter Three, a distinct effort to meet the bootblack where
and when he works, and to utilize every-day street experiences
constructively in social group work to the end that these trade
experiences may lead to an enrichening of life and not a dwarfing
and distortioning of personality.
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CHAPTER T^VO
A STUDY OF SEVENTY-FIVE BOOTBLACKS
WORKING IN DOWN-TOM BOSTON
I. Introduction^
In order to obtain a better tinderstanding of the bootblacks
and their problems, a study was made of 75 boys* There is no of-
ficial census of the nvunber of bootblacks working in down-tovm
Boston. The Supervisor of Licensed Minors reports that licenses were
issued to 409 bootblacks in 1938, but this was for the entire city.
Yle cannot ascertain from this source the ninnber of boys that are
actively shining shoes in the down-tovm district. In 1936 the
Burroughs Newsboys Foundation and the National Youth Administration
jointly conducted a survey of street-trades in down-town Boston over
a period of six months, (l) A total of 360 individual bootblacks were
observed on the street during this time. This is the most reliable
data available. Our 75 boys constitute one fifth of the total number
of down-town bootblacks. They v/ere reached in the following manner.
The down-town district Avas divided into four sections to which
leaders were assigned for the purpose of making the acquaintance of
the boys within these areas and organizing Extension Clubs. There
was no predetermined basis of selection other than that the club
1. Churchill, Don G., A Survey by the Burroughs
Newsboys Foundation. 1937.
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membership was restricted to active street-traders. No preference
was given to any age, color, nationality, residence, personality or
behavior. The 75 boys represent an unbiased cross-section and a
fair saonpling consistent vdth our observations of bootblacks in down-
town Boston over a period of three years.
II. Method of Gathering Data.
A series of questions pertaining to personal and trade data
was formed into a sample schedule and submitted to a mumber of in-
dividual bootblacks exclusive of those under study. The schedule
^vas then revised and submitted to seven Extension Clubs which were
made up of the 75 bootblacks under study. The schedule ivas filled
out by each boy in accordance with the procedure used in administering
group intelligence tests.
It was found that this procedure worked best in groups of ten
or less. The boys experienced some difficulty in filling out the
schedule vdien the group was much larger. It was expedient to have
an assistant help in supervising the filling out of the questionnaire.
Some boys had to be given individual attention. In all cases the
questions were explained in a non-judgmental manner so that the boys
were not biased by the writer's attitude. It was explained that we
were interested in learning more about the bootblack business and the
boys engaged in this trade. Because of the friendly relationship
established between us and the boys over a long period, they were
quite wdlling to give the required information. Communication betv/een
members in regard to their answers was not permitted so ihat the
answers vfere based on each boy's own thought.
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The writer was stirprised at the inability the boys manifested
in reading, writing and spelling. This was partially explained later
by the degree of school retardation •wiiich v/as disclosed by the cor-
relation of age and grade, (l) Miss Ella A. Bresnahan, Director of
Educational Investigation of the Boston School Department, informed
us that it was not unusual to find pupils in upper secondary grades
or even in Jtinior or Senior High school with reading ability on a
third or fourth grade level.
The following graphs and statistics are based on the data
thus collected with the exception of the data on families known to
social agencies which v^as obtained from the Social Service Central
Index through the courtesy of Miss Laura Vtoodberry, Director.
III. Method of Presenting Data .
We have assembled the data according to four categories:
Analysis of Personal Data, Analysis of Family Data, Analysis of Trade
Practices and Analysis of Trade Relationships. The graphs are
presented in the following order:
1. Analysis of Personal Data
A. Distribution of Age
B. Distribution of Grade
C. Correlation of Age and Grade
D. Distribution of Residence
E. Distribution of Religion
F. Distribution of Birthplace
G. Distribution of Descent
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H. Distribution of Membership in Other Clubs
I. Distribution of Favorite Pastimes
J. Frequency of Attendance at Moving Picture
2. Analysis of Family Data
K. Distribution of Parents’ Birthplace
L» Home Conditions
M. Distribution of Humber of Boys in
Street- Trades Per Family
N. Distribution of Family Size
O. Correlation of Family Size and
Number of Rooms
P. Families Known to Social Agencies
-^Q-lysis of Trade Practices
Q» Distribution of Age Upon Entering Trade
R* Reasons for Entering Trade
S. Licenses
T. Work Status
U* Work Location
V. Procurement of Shine-Box
Vf« Total Cost of Shine-Box
X# Seasonal Activity
Y. Number of Daily Work Hours at Various
Periods
Z. Daily Earnings at Various Periods
AA. Distribution of Bootblacks in Other
Trades
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IV. Analysis of Pers onal Data .
A. Distribution of Age
The age distribution of 75 bootblacks ranges from 9 to
16 years of age. Twenty-one boys or 26^ are under the licensing
age.
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B. Distribution of Grade
The grade distribution ragnes from the foxirth to the
eleventh grade. Forty-three percent are in secondary school;
forty-eight percent in Junior High school and nine percent in
High School.
GRAPH B
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C. Correlation of Agen and Grade
According to Miss Ella A. Bresnahan, Director of Ediicational
Investigation, the norm for age-grade correlation in the Boston
School Department is the 12 year old boy in the 7th grade# Using
this norm we find that among the 75 bootblacks 9^ are advanced
one year, 36^ are average, 33^4 are retarded one year, 16,"^ are
retarded tv/o years and 5% are retarded three years#
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D* Distribution of Residence
Thirty-six percent of the 75 bootblacks live in the V/est End
35,"^ in the ITorth End; 16^ in the East Boston area and 13^ in the
South End* The North End with 693 persons per inhabited acre is the
most densely populated section of Boston. It is reported, on good
authority, that this is the most densely populated neighborhood in
the United States, if not in the whole v/orld. One section of the
North End has neigher tub nor shoer in 95^^ of the dwellings* (l)
The North End has the largest nvmber of employables unemployed of any
section in Boston, namely 40*2^ on January, 1934* (2)
The ¥/est End is the second most densely populated section
vdth 342 persons per inhabited acre* It had the highest rate of
juvenile delinquency for the five year period 1930-1934 wdth 53*5 %
per ICOO seven to sixteen age population* (3)
The South End is the third most densely populated section
with 295 persons per inhabited acre* Almost 20^ of everyone living
in the South End resided either in rooming houses or second rate
hotels* It is also to be noted that it has the highest tuberculosis
death rate 154*6 for the five year period 1930-1934* (4)
1* Some Significant Facts about Boston, compiled by The Boston
Council of Social Agencies.
2* Ibid*
3* Ibid.
4. Ibid.
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E. Distribution of Religion
With the exception of one Protestant and one Jevdsh boy.
all the bootblacks 7/ere catholic
_L
I
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F* Distribution of Birthplace
Finety-one percent of the bootblacks vrere born and brought
up in Greater Boston. Many of these have lived in the same neigh--
borhood all their lives. Only 5^ were born in other states and 4/o
were born in foreign countries-. This reflects the results of im-
migration restriction in recent years.
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G. Distribution of Descent
The 75 bootblacks come from eight different racial or
national backgrounds, 84^ are Italian, the remaining 16% are
distributed among Russian, Polish, Syrian, Jevrish, Canadian, Negro
and Greek descent
GRAPH G
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Distribution of Membership in Other Clubs
Thirty-one percent •R'ere nembers in one club besides the
Burroughs Newsboys Foundation. 24^ were enrolled in two other club
however, 45^^ held membership only in the Burroughs Newsboys Founda-
tion
43
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I. Distribution of Favorite Pastimes
The most popular first preference was sports. The
most popular second preference was tied betvreen sports and movies
The most popular third preference was moving pictures. If we com-
bine the first three preferences, we find that movies ranks first
sports second and pool third.
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J. Frequency of Attendance at Moving Pictures
Every boy went at least once a week to the moving pictures
Thirty-three boys or 44% went only once a week, 30 boys or 40% went
twice per week and 12 boys or 16^ vfent three or more times each week
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oi* Family Data
K* Distribution of Parents* Birthplace
Only 23 parents or ISjt were native born> 114 parents or
76% were born in Italy. The remaining 13 parents or 9% vrere born
in one of the following countries: Russia, Poland, Canada, Syria or
Greece. V;hen we compare this v/ith the data of Graph F, we find that
an overwhelming proportion of the bootblacks are native-born children
of foreign-bom parents.
r49 .
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L. Home Conditions
Eight percnet of the bootblacks’ fathers ivere deceased.
Of those living, 9% v;ere not staying at hone,
Nine percent of the bootblacks' mothers were deceased. All
the living mothers were staying at home,. However, 20^ of the living
mothers were working outside of the home.
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M* Distributi on of Boys in Street-Trades per Faxiily
Of the 75 bootblacks* families, 60^ had only one boy en-
gaged in street-trades, 29% had two boys at work on the street, and
11^ had three or more boys v.^orking in the street-trades*
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N. Distribution of Family Size
The size of families ragnes from two to eleven persons.
We included only those persons who were actually living in the same
home with the boys. Itarried siblings having their own hones w^ere not
. The average family consisted of seven persons.included
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0. Correlation of Family Size and Nymber of Rooms
There are various criteria used in measuring housing
standards. However, according to J.Ir. Yuill, Executive Secretary of
the Boston Housing Association, the most common criterion is the
correlation betvreen nvimher of persons and the nvunber of rooms. Accord-
ing to the 1934 Real Properties Inventory of the Department of Commerce,
a crowded housing condition is defined as one in which there are one
or more persons per room; an over-crowded housing condition is one in
there there are two or more persons per room.
Using the above standards as our criteria, we 'find that only
6 or the 75 bootblacks* homes, or 6%, are acceptable, 49 homes or 65^
are crov/ded and 20 homes or 27^ are badly over-crowded.
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P. Families Knov/n To Social Agencies
Every Family of the 75 bootblacks was indexed at the Central
Index and was knovm to some social agency; 9Z% were known to medical
and health agencies; 81;^ were kno^vn to public vrelfare agencies; 72^
were known to private w^elfare agencies; 24^ were known to Juvenile
Court. This does not mean that the bootblack himself was necessarily
involved. Eleven percent were known to the Society of Prevention of
Cruelty to Children.
aGRAPH P
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Analysis of Trade Practices
Q. Distribution of Age Upon Entering Trade
The age at vdiich these 75 boys began to shine shoes upon
the city streets range from 7 to 12 years of age. The average age
was 10. Sixty-tvra boys or 83^ were under the licensing age when
they entered the bootblack trade.
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R. Reasons for Entering Trade
Thirty-nine boj''s entered the trade in order to help out
their families. Nine more reported that they vfere sent out on the
streets by their parents. Thus 64^ state that economic pressure at
home v/as the cause for their becoming bootblacks. This is readily
understood vdien %ve recall the economic status of these families as
indicated in Graph ^P, Eighteen percent began to shine shoes because
they wished to earn money for ther-xselves; 15^ because it was fun and
because their friends did.
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S. Licenses
Although 1Z% of the 75 bootblacks are of licensing age, only
26 boys or 35% possess licenses. Of the 75 boys, 65^ do not have
licenses.
1
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T« Work Status
Of the 75 bootblacks, not one is employed by another person.
Only work in partnership vdth other boys. The ’^1% who vrork for
themselves indicate the basis for bootblacks being regarded as in-
dependent ’’Little Merchants”.
’’Little Merchant”
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U. Yiork Location
Thirty-nine or 52% of the bootblacks have definite stands
or comers at v;hich they ply their trade. Thirty-six or 48% are knovm
as itinerants because they roam the streets soliciting trade wherever
they can. Most itinerants tend to cover particular areas even though
they are not located at any one particular spot.
Boys from East Boston come to the dov/n-town area via the
ferry or tunnel. Boys from the South End nay walk a considerable
distance but those living in the Korth and West Ends do not have far
to go.
ft
”Boys cone from East Boston via ferry....
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V* Procurement of Shine-Box
Fifty-nine percent made their ovm shine boxes. Thirty-seven
percent obtained their boxes as a gift, usually from an older relative
or friend -who no longer had need of it. Only 4% purchased their boxes
and these were usually purchased fron an acquaintance. To our know-
ledge shine-boxes for street use are not manufactured commercially.
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V/» Total Cost of Shine-Box
The total cost of shine-boxes range from a little less than
11.00 to |;2.25 or more. The average total cost is |1.50. The average
shine-box is made of wood with a metal foot stand which is pure rased
in any shoemakers' supply store.
The equipment usually consists of the follov/ing:
2 brushes at 25;^ each
2 daubers at 10^ each
4 cloths at 5/ each
2 cans of paste at 10;z^ each
2 bottles of liquid at 5/ each
Some boys carry more elaborate equipment especially in
the summer and would include in their boxes white polish, different
shades of brown and perhaps some neutral cream to give an extra high
lustre.
I
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X. Seasonal AotiTity
Bootblacking is a trade vdth a definite seasonal trend. The
slack season is during the winter months and the busy season comes
during summer vacation. Twenty-five or 33^ of the bootblacks shine
shoes throughout the entire year whenever the weather permits. The
number increases during the spring and reaches its height in the
summer. V»hen school begins in the fall the number of bootblacks on
the street decreases steadily until it reaches a minimvmi during the
winter months
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Y. Nximber of Daily IVork Hours at Various Periods
The niomber of hours that bootblacks spend per day vforking
on the street differs according to various periods. The number of hours
spend per day during the school week ranges from 1 to 4 hours. The
average length of time idiich is spent on the street during this period
is 2 1/3 hours. The number of working hours per day during the vaca-
tion week ranges from 3 to 10 hours. Bootblacks spend an average of
6 hours per day working during the vacation period.
On Saturdays the working hours range from 2 to 11 hours,
and average 7 hours for this same day. Bootblacks work on Sundays
from 1 to 4 hours with an average of 2 l/2 hours. Forty-two boys
or 56^ work on Sundays.
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Z. Daily Earnings at Various Periods
The earnings of bootblacks vary according to different
periods. During the school week earnings range from a little under
25p( to a little over 50/ per day. During vacation-time the earnings
range from 25/ to i|l.50 per day and average 70/. On Saturdays earnings
range from 25/ to |2.50 and average C:1.16. On Siindays earnings range
from 25/ to t-1.00 and average 58/.
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AA, Bootblacks in Other Trades
Tv;enty-tvfo or 29^^ of the bootblacks also sell nev/spapers
or h-ave sold newspapers. Sixteen bootblacks, or 21^, also sell
fruits and vegetables. Eighteen of the boys or 24/a have sold nevrs-
papers and peddled as well as shine shoes. Only 25^ of the boys
engage in shining shoes as an exclusive Jbrade.
It is a coiranon practice for bootblacks to turn to other
trades from time to time. Especially during the winter is this true
w'hen many of them cannot shine shoes because of the weather and sell
newspapers instead.
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BB. Nimber of Boys Shining Together
Only sixteen or 21^ of the 75 bootblacks customarily shine
alone on the street. The others shine with companions ranging from
one to ten in number. Sixteen percent or 12 of the boys shine wi-Ui
one companion; 10^ or 8 boys shine with two companions; 21^ or
16 of the boys shine with three companions; 15^ or 11 of the boys
shine with four companions; 4| or three of the boys shine with five
dompanions and 9 boys or 12;^ shine with six or more companions.
The practice of shining with several companions leads to
the process of "ganging up" wiiich is the cause for so much complaint.
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CC. Relationship Twith Gang At “Work
Graph BB indicates the number of boys that habitually shine
together. This grouping together at work constitutes the "gang"
and the process or act of grouping together is called "ganging up".
In Graph CC vie are considering the relationships that 75 bootblacks
have v/ith their gang at work.
Sixty-three of the boys or state that they gang up often
or sometimes at v.-ork.
Seventy-one of the boys or 95^ fool around often or some-
times vdth their gangs at work.
Fifty-five of the boys or 73^^ argue y/ith their gang at work
sometimes or often.
Twenty- six of the boys or 35^ fight vath their gang at
v.-Drk often or sometimes. Sixty-five percent rarely fight.
Thirty of the boys or 40^ play cards with their gang while
at work often or sometimes.
Twenty-nine of the boys or 38% pitch pennies often or some-
times with their gang at work.
Fifty-three of the bootblacks or 70% indicate that they
and their gang get kicked away often or sometimes from the spot where
they have been working.
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DD« Relationship With Other Bo^'^s At Work
In Graph CC we were concerned with the relationship between
our 75 bootblacks and their gangs* In graph DD we are considering
the relationship during work between these 75 bootblacks and other
boys not part of the recognized gangs.
Thirty-two of the boys or gang up sometimes or often
with boys not in their gang while at v/ork. This ganging up usually
though not necessarily leads to conflict*
Forty-one of the boys or 55^ fool around often or sometimes
v/ith other boys outside their gang vdiile at work*
Forty-three pf the boys or 57^ argue sometimes or often
vdth other boys not of their gang vdiile at vrork*
Twenty-five of the 75 bootblacks or 33^ fight wometimes or
often with boys other than those belonging to their gang while at work*
Fifteen or 20^ of the boys play cards often or sometimes
vdiile at vrork with boys .not in their gang*
Sixteen of the boys or pitch pennies often or sometimes
while at work with boys outside their gang*
Thirty-eight of the boys or 50^ get kicked away often or
sometimes v4iile at work with boys not in their gang*
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EE • Public Relations
Yfe have indicated elsewhere that the attitude of policemen
toward bootblacks varies considerably with different individual officers
and vath changing circxxmstances. As a v^hole their attitude is incon-
sistent and vacilating. Boys recognize these inconsistencies and
regard some policemen as ”For us” and others as ”agin us”* Graph EE
indicates the customary relationship that each of the 75 bootblacks
have with policemen on their corner or location. Recognizing that
there are individual exceptions, the customary relationship with
other groups of people have also been indicated as follor^s:
Forty-four or 59,^ of the 75 bootblacks regard the super-
intendents of buildings with whom they come in contact as essentially
friendly. Forty-five or 60;^ of the boys feel that the policemen they
meet while plying their trade are friendly. Fifty-two or 69^ of the
shineboys have friendly relationships -with the store managers in the
area vhere they shine. Fifty-three or 70% of the bootblacks regard
the passersby as generally being friendly or at least not hostile.
They recognize that there is a good deal of indifference manifested
towards t:Tem by the general public. Quite naturally all the 75 boot-
blacks look upon their customers as being friendly.
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VIII, Summary .
A. Personal and Family Data
Vfe find that the age distribution ranges from 9 to 16 years
of age and that 28^ are under the licensing age -which is 12. The
grade distribution ranges from the 4th to the 11th grade -with 91’^
either in secondary or Junior High schools.
Comparing these 75 bootblacks -with the norm adopted by the
Boston School Depar-tment of 12 years in the 7th grade, v/e find
that 55^ are academically retarded from one to -three years. Academic
retardation is often laid to the fact that they are street trades
boys. It has been pointed out ho-wever, that street trades boys tend
to be academically retarded before they enter the trade. Miss Ella
A, Bresnahan, Director of the Depar-bment of Educational Investigation
of the Boston School Depar-tment, suggests that since most retarded
children enjoy physical activities, street trades appeal to such boys.
Although they are not so far along in school as other boys, the fact
that they have their own business -where -they can be seen by other
children, and enjoy the sense of independence that comes from jingling
their own coins bolster up the ego and offer compensation for academic
retardation. Miss Bresnahan thinks -therefore, that many retarded
boys are attracted to street trades, (l)
With the exception of one Je-wish and one Protestant boy,
all -the bootblacks in our s-tudy are Catholic. Nine-ty-six percent
are native bom and most of these have been bora said brought up in
1, Churchill: A Survey by -the Burroughs Ne-wsboys Foundation.
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the neighhofhoods in v/hich they now reside. Ninety percent of the
75 bootblacks are native-born with foreign-bom parents. Eighty-four
percent of the boys are of Italian extraction. V/e inquired of Miss
Bresnahan whether the academic retardation and reading retardation
of these boys v/as due to their foreign backgrounds. Miss Bresnaheoi
felt that this might have been true years ago idien street trades boys
were actually immigrants; but these boys are exposed to English every
day of their lives both in school and on the streets if not at home.
She pointed out that boys in other sections of the city who had foreign-
bora parents were not retarded academically nor in their reading. She
suggested that these street trades boys came from mentally inferior
stock as their parents were for the most part unskilled laborers who
had not had the capacity, among other things, to improve themselves
financially and move to better parts of the city.
We find that the 75 bootblacks come from the most densely
populated sections of the city in -vdiich unemployment, delinquency and
death from tuberculosis is at their height. Using the standards of
the Real Property Inventory of the Department of Commerce, we find
that 92^ of the homes are in a badly crowded condition. The home
conditions are further aggravated by the large size of the families
which range up to 11 persons per family and average 7 persons per
family. We find also that 8 * 5% of the parents are deceased and that
20^ of the living mothers are obliged to work outside the home. Per-
haps the most significant data indicative of the adverse family cir-
cumstances is in the fact that every family of the 75 bootblacks was
known to at least one social agency and some families were knoim to
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a score or more of differenc social agencies* We point out that ^^2%
of these families were knoim to medical and health agencies, 81% were
known to public vrelfare agencies, 72% to private agencies, 2 ^'% to
Juvenile Court and 11^ were known to the Society of Prevention of
Cruelty to Children*
The recreational activities of the 75 bootblacks outside of
club meetings tend towards sports and moving pictures* Every boy went
to the movies at least once a week and 86%, went two or more times per
week to the moving pictures* Fifty-five percent of the boys were
entolled in one or more clubs other than the Extension Clubs*
B* Trade Practices and Relationships
We find among our 75 bootblacks, boys that have entered the
trade as early as 7 years of age* Eighty-three percent were under
the licensing age when theybegan to shine shoes upon the city streets*
Economic pressure at home was the primary reason for their entering
the trade* In many cases they were encouraged by their parents even
though they were violating the law* Whether the parents were aware
of their contributing to the delinquency of their children, vre do not
know* It is a generally accepted custom in the neighborhoods in which
these boys live to encourage or force youngsters to earn whatever they
can*
Of the 75 bootblacks, 65^ do not posses licenses* In view
of the fact that these boys have been shining shoes without licenses
for various periods extending up to several years, it is not surprizing
that although 72^ of the bootblacks are of licensing age, only 35^
possess licenses* Those that have obtained licdnses have done so as
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a result of club discussions or because of pressure on the part
of authorities. The attitude of the boys toivards licenses is indi-
cated by the following excerpt from a Leaders* Conference:
boys don't see any sense in getting licenses.
They have permission from the restaurant manager to shine
in front of the building and "are protected by the police".
All other boys -vvho attempt to shine on their corner are
threatened and sometimes are beaten up under the protective
eye of the police. Tftiy get licenses?"
As we have indicated elsewhere, bootblacks have well earned
the name of "independent little merchants". Not one is employed by
another person, only 3^ work in partnership and 91% are "out for
themselves". Although about half of the 75 bootblacks have stated
that they work at regular comers or stands, we have observed that
even these boys tend to walk around the city and migrate from one
corner to another. This is readily understood in vievr of the rest-
lessness that comes of the long hours spent on the street.
The total cost of shine-box and equipment ranges from about
one dollar to |2.25 or more. The average cost is $1.50. This is
a considerable outlay for a boy even though he should construct
the box himself. At the Newsboys* Trial Board, when parents have
denied knowledge of their sons' trade activities, the Supervisor
of Licensed Minors would point out the expense the boy went to in
equiping a shine box and on that basis would accuse the parents of
making the original investment suid of encouraging their children
to shine in violation of the law,
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Bootblacking has a definite seasonal trend. Although 33^
shine throughout the year whenever the weather permits, the number
increases during the spring, reaches its height in ttie summer vaca-
tion period and decreases steadily during the fall until it reaches
a minimiun during the winter months. The number of work hours that the
bootblacks spend per day differs according to various periods.
During the school week they spend from 1 to 4 hours at v/ork. During
the summed* vacation period they spend from 3 to 10 hours on the
streets. On Saturdays the working hours range from 2 to 11 hours and
average 7 hours for this same day. Bootblacks work on Sundays from
1 to 4 hours. Most beys shine spasmodically but appear on the streets
on Saturday, ^“feather has a noticeable effect upon their business.
V/hen people woar rubbers or overshoes, business is very poor. "Wien
shoes get v/et they cannot be shined. Irregular and long hours is
characteristic of this trade.
Earnings vary according to the season, weather, day of the
week and number of hours spent at vrork. The location of the boot-
black and the degree to -which he has developed a clientele are also
major factors. Earnings range from less than 25^ to more than |2.50
depending on the above factors. The economic pressure at home is
reflected in the statement that 86^ turn all or a large part of their
earnings to their parents, usually to the mothers. In large families
with small incomes, these earnings constitute an important part of
the family budget. With part of these earnings boys often buy them-
selves clothes or other essentials like school car- fare and lunches
for those that travel to school. Personal expenses for candy.
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cigarettes, moving pictures, etc. are also paid for vrith these earn-
ings.
Seventy-five percent of the bootblacks also engage in other
street trades. This is especially true during the vdnter months and
vdien the T/eather is inclement. In recent years bootblacks have
developed a side-line of vdping and polishing automobiles parked in
the doT/n-toTvn area. This is a lucrative practice especially in cer-
tain favored spots idiere parking on the streets is permitted. Chvners
pay from 15 cents upward for having their cars cleaned*
The gregariousness of bootblacks is indicated by the fact that
79^ of the bootblacks shine with one or more companions, up to ten.
The long hours spent on the street and the lack of definite regulated
stands are contributing factors to the practice of ganging up. It
is during the idle hours before noon and in the middle of the after-
noon that most of the trouble begins. Then it is that groups congre-
gate in alleys and out of way places to gamble and fight. ¥any
disputes arise over "queering out”, which is, the right to serve a
certain customer.
The statistics in graphs DD and EE cannot be regarded as
mathematically accurate, however they do indicate trends of behavior
and relationships. We find that fighting, fooling around, arguing
and ganging up are common everj’-day experiences among bootblacks at
work with their gang. Playing cards and pitching pennies are also
commonly although not so frequently practiced. The extent of con-
flict among these boys and ivith other people is reflected in that
70% of the bootblacks and their gang get kicked away often or some-
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times from the spot in v;hich they have been congregating at vrork.
These same practices are experienced betv/een the 75 bootblacks and
others -who are not in their gang. Although they come less frequently,
no doubt the conflicts are of deeper intensity.
Vfe have indicated previously that the attitude of policemen
toward bootblacks varies considerably with different individual
officers and with changing circtmstances. As a whole their atti-
tudes are inconsistent and vacilating. Bootblacks recognize these
inconsistencies and regard some policemen as "for us" and others as
"agin us”. Sixty percent of the boys feel that the policemen they
meet Tnhile shining are friendly. The habit of some bootblacks to
block entrances of office buildings and to spill liquid polish over
the walk and walls of these buildings is a common cause for conflict
betv/een the superintendents and the bootblacks. Fifty-nine percent
of the boys felt that the superintendents with vliom they came in
contact were essentially friendly toward them. Blocking store v/in-
dov/s and entrances, and pestering prospective store customers who
are looking over the merchandise in the v/indov/s prior to making a
probable purchase are common sources of complaints by sotre managers.
The best store windows especially of stores that attract male cus-
tomers also attract m.any bootblacks for they have learned that these
spots mean more business for them. Sixty-nine percent of the shine-
boys have friendly relationships vdth the store managers in the area
in which they shine.
A fevr boys follow people for long distances persistently begging
to be allov/ed to shine their shoes. Many of the bootblacks are
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courteous and solicit business vath the customary "Shine, sir?"
Some are not satisfied vdth a "No, thank you" and become angry and
pass unpleasant remarks. Seventy percent of the bootblacks regard
passersby as generally being friendly. Customers are alvays re-
garded as friendly. These may be passersby or regular clientele.
Ifeny boys have built up a clientele and have established friendships
v/ith their customers which last over a period of years and which
quite frequently lead to regular jobs in other businesses.
IX. Implications for Social Group Work.
Bootblacks come from the most underprivileged areas in the
city and are exposed to the deleterious effects of adverse en-
vironmental conditions. This indicates a pressing need for guidance
and opportimities for wholesome outlets of interests and energies. In
their daily trade bootblacks undergo a wide variety of experiences
and fhce, in juvenile form, all the social, economic and industrial
problems of the modem times. Tthether these experiences develop
or distort growing personalities is left largely to chance. These
rich daily experiences and relationships can be utilized with proper
leadership in the group vrork process for social education and personal
development of these boys.
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CHAPTER THREE
A social group V.ORK APPROACH
TO SEVENTY-FIVE BOOTBLACKS
Y.ORKING IN DOM-TO’.'iN BOSTON
I* Introduction.
In chapter three we shall describe a social group vrork approach
made to the seventy-five bootblacks we studied and discussed in
chapter two. These seventy-five bootblacks make up seven of the thirty
street-traders clubs conducted by the Extension Department of the
Burroughs Newsboys Foundation. Although the under-lying principles of
our approach are the same with all groups, the application of those
principles and the specific problems faced by both the members and the
leaders differ according to the trade pursued and the neighborhood in
which the boys carry on their business. For example, newspaper delivery
boys in the suburbs do not have as many different personal contacts with
resulting conflicts as shineboys have in an extremely busy city corner,
their business is not so directly affected by inclement weather, neither
is there the opportunity nor practice of ganging up while at work.
We have selected the seven clubs which are made up of the 75 boys
which we have disctissed in part two because of the homogeneity of trade
and area and also because they constitute a fair sampling of all the
bootblacks shining shoes in down-tovai Boston. The description of organi-
zation and statement of working principles are true of all Extension
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clubs. However, the applications described are restriced to the
aforementioned 75 boys.
II. Leadership .
A. Personnel
The staff of the Extension Department is made up of the Super-
visor and ten part-time paid workers yUcio are students of education or
social work in three local colleges; Boston University, Andover-llev/ton
Seminary and Boston College. Several of these students are receiving
field work credit at their school for the work done in this department.
Co-operative work scholarships have been arranged for the two students
from Andover-Hewton Seminary and for several students from Boston
University.
Three workers and the Supervisor have been with the department
since its inception three years ago; two others have been working for
two years and the remaining five leaders are novr completing their first
year’s work here. The seven bootblack clubs are directed by five
leaders who also direct eight additional clubs.
IVe have endeavored to secure the best available leaders qualified
by maturity, experience in the workaday world and academic training.
We selected men vdth a variety of backgrounds; racially, religiously and
culturally but who have in common a particular interest in social group
work and vhose ultimate aim is service in the field of human relation-
ships; ministry, social service or education. The work has been pre-
sented to the leaders as an opportunity to test out and practice the
sociological and psychological theories and principles which they have
learned in their academic study. The wnrk is carried on in the spirit
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of exploration and experimentation in an attempt to better understand
human relationships and to develop better personal and social adjustments
in street trades boys through the process of social group work.
B. Training
1. Weekly Leaders* Conferences
Leadership training is carried on throughout the year in
the form of weekly staff conferences, which are conducted after the
manner of seminars. Discussions of common pro'll ems not only stimulate
the leaders' thinking and develop insight into the viork but also exem-
plify the techniques of leading social group discussions. The leaders'
experiences are examined in the light of sociological and psychological
principles. The immediate solution of a problem is not regarded as im-
portant as the understanding of the underlying causes of the situation.
It is a belief of the Educational Director that if a leader understsinds
objectives and underlying principles, he can work out a solution to
specific situations with this unders banding and according to his own
personality make-up.
Because the problems confronting leaders working in the
dov/n-tovm area differ from those with which the leaders face in the
suburban area, it was found expedient to have the staff divided into
three small conference groups. The Supervisor and the Educational Direc-
tor attend and jointly lead these staff conferences. Announcements and
administrative matters occupy a small part of the meeting. Minutes of
these meetings are kept for purpose of reference and evaluation.
The leaders first \inderwent an orientation process, in
vvhich they were informed of the history, work and aims of the Foundation.
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The aims, functions and general approach of the Extension Department
were presented. Leaders were then assigned street areas in which they
were to make the acquaintances of street-traders. The experiences of
the leaders on the street were discussed and general principles of
street contacts were evolved out of these pooled experiences. Gluts
vrere organized after a leader became acquainted with a group of boys.
The club experiences of the leaders were discussed in the conferences
and general principles of club work evolved. Soon there came an aware-
ness of the need for more adequate recording of club work and later the
need for recording progress of individual boys. In short, we followed
the social group work process in our leadership training. The workers
learned out of actml experience plus disexassion and evaluation of
their experiences.
The follov/ing is a sample of the minutes of a staff conference
i
LEADERS CONFERENCE REPORT
Wednesday, December 7, 1938
Present: C,R,H,B.O,S ,F.
Announcements
:
Leaders were instructed to fill out contact cards for all
boys with whom they got acquainted on the street. Hr. C.
explained the purpose of tiiese cards. Mr. S. asked for
the names of those boys v^o were to participate in the Xmas
Party and urged that all membership applications be turned
in so that invitations may be mailed to members.
NeviT Clubs;
7/ays and means of forming new clubs after the first of
the year were discussed. C. raised the question wliether
new clubs should be formed on the same basis as the present
clubs. One of the purposes of street work is for the
leader to get acquainted with street traders. If the
leader can bring together boys with whom he has become
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acquainted on the streets, not necessarily one gang but
boys from different neighborhoods, he still would have a
natural gang based on the cornmon denominator of trade
interests. Other street-traders will want to join a group
so organized.
Club Program;
S. read his summary report on club ivork. The question of
club content was raised. C. suggested that one way to
get club content was to list the elements in either of
the trades for discussion. M. does not think that it is
advisable to have a set program. In his club meetings he
does not present his program methodically but as the occa-
sion demands. S. points out that there is a difference
betvreen vn^iting out a program and keeping a number of
things in mind. V/hen the program is wTitten out, there
is a tendency to follow it regardless of the needs of the
group. If suggestions are kept in mind, then they can be
utilized if and when the occasion demands them. C. asked
whether leaders ever went into a club meeting -with no
knowledge of what they were to talk about, and if they
vrere conscious of it. F. said that he always had some
idea of what the meeting was to be because he divided his
club meeting into three parts; business meeting, street
tradds discussion and recreation. 0. differed. He dis-
cusses things as they come up regardless when. He has no
regular routine in his meeting. He does not try to direct
the group discussion but takes up whatever problems the
boys raise. It was suggested that each of the leaders
evaluate the good and bad points in each approach for the
next meeting. Upon further analysis of each approach we
would have a better understanding of club procedure in our
clubs
.
2. Monthly Leaders* Meetings
Once a month all the leaders are brought together so that
each group might become acquainted with the thinking and activity of the
others. In this way the work of the leaders is integrated. Discussion
centers about those matters which concern all the leaders and the ten-
dency is tovmrd principles of work rather than specific problems of
individual Readers. Some time is taken out for announcements and ad-
ministrative matters but the meeting is regarded in the main as part of
leadership training
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The following is the minutes of a sample monthly meeting:
MOITTHLY LEADERS MEETING
Thursday: March 2, 1939
Present: 0, S ,G,0,P,R,B,M,D,L.
Council
S. reports on the activities of the Exibension Council and
points out that, inasmuch as, the Council does not have
active representation from each club, the co-operation of
the leaders is sought in order to convey to their clubs
the plans for activities which the Council is considering.
The Council discussed the advisability of having a parent's
night and wished to get the consensus of opinion eonong
the various clubs. The leaders all thought that the idea
was a good one and §,greed to take up the matter with their
respective clubs and will report on their reactions next
tine. At the next Council meeting basketball schedules
vail be arranged and the Street-Traders Journal will be
edited. All clubs vdio are eager to participate are asked
to send their representatives to this meeting. One club
has asked to have a monthly meeting at the Foundation to
v^hich they would invite a special speaker. S. wonders
whether or not such a meeting might not be held in which
two or three clubs might come together for a divisional
meeting.
Club Progress Report
C. asks what the leaders' reactions were in regard to the
Club Progress Reports. It v^as agreed that the present
weekly report is much simpler than the former monthly re-
port. M. raises the question as to the necessity of
several of the items. He claims that each club has cer-
tain typical characteristics which are repeated by report
each week. B. feels that such a group has gotten into a
rut and that it is up to the leader to change the attitude
and behavior of the boys. C. feels that the unchanging
behavior of boys would be a reflection on the leader not
upon the boys. M. says you can't change the nature of
the boy or his actions. S. believes that a difference
does occur but one has to look for it beneath the surface.
M. agrees that there are changes of behavior for each
individual within the group from week to week, but that
the group itself had characteristic ways of behavior which
do not change. C. points out that the purpose of this
particular club report is to chart the group behavior and
progress. He believes that group discussions of life ex-
periences should have some effect upon the group. He
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points out O’s group in East Boston, who manifested an
entirely different behavior after they had been brought
into court. S. doesn't like the inference that if boys
are noisy that they are necessarily bad. G. believes
that if the discussion is meaningful to the boys it will
effect their behavior. S. believes that there is some
confusion as to what constitutes the beginning of the
meeting. C. points out that by the beginning of the
meeting is meant the period just before the foivnal meet-
ing. S. suggests that we change from "beginning of the
meeting" to "prior to meeting", on club reports. S.
raises the question viiether group behavior is so gradual
that changes are seen by the leader only in long time
perspective. S. believes that the report would be soimder
and more accurate if the leader doesn’t see the entire
graph but merely records what he sees from week to week.
C. asks whether it would be a good idea for the leader
to keep a graph of their own in regards to club progrsun.
M. is quite firm in his belief that it is not necessary
for a leader to do so because he knov;^s his boys very
well and retains in memory the club's progress. C.
suggests that it is up to the individual leader to de-
cide whether he \vants to keep a graph of his club’s
progress or not. C. points out that in the Thursday
group we have arrived at the problem which is confront-
ing the present groups, the question of recording
progress on individuals within the groups. It is sug-
gested that a superficial study be made of each in-
dividual wdthin out clubs and also that an intensive
study be made of deviants. These suggestions were com-
bined into another suggestion that each boy be studied
superficially and that those who present problems should
be studied more intensively. If intensive s^tudies were
to be made only of troublesome boys the case load
would be limnted to what the leader could carry. 0. feels
that all his boys are abnormal so that he could not
pick out a few for intensive study. C. points out that
the criteria is the group pattern not general socie-fcy.
0. feels that individual studies are beyond our capa-
cities. C. points out that the individual problems
are part of group work. M. feels that it is important
to give attention to the individual w.dthin our groups.
B. points out that groups may differ in their behavior
but that they act in accordance with their background.
S. raises the question: I'fhat individuals are to be
studied intensively? He presents three possible cate-
gories 1st, deviants who are not, social problems; End,
boys who are troublesome in the group but are not
troublesome outside; 3rd boys vdio are not troublesome
in the group but present distinct social problems outside.
B. suggests that one must hit upon an interest of the
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boys in order to change their behavior. S. questions
whether this will really change the attitude and be-
havior. F. feels that we must understand the boys in
order to change their behavior. M. states that the is-
sue involved at this point is who is the deviant not
what to do about him. C. suggests that we continue
this discussion next time.
3. Individual Consultations
Each worker consults with the Supervisor upon speci-
fic problems and details regarding assignments whenever the necessity
arises. This is more frequent vjith new leaders. Such conferences
might be concerned with particular problem boys who need special at-
tention. A plan might be worked out with the leader o r else the Super-
visor might assume more direct responsibility. The same is true of
street and club situations with which the leader feels that he needs
some assistance in working out. "Whenever possible the leader is
aided in meeting the situation on his own responsibility. It is felt
that in this way the leader will develop lis abilities more rapidly
and to a greater degree. We recognize that some situations cannot
be left entirely to a leader especially if he is inexperienced and
does not feel adequate to the situation.
4. Demonstrations
Club and street work demonstrations is another
method used in training leaders especially during the period of
orientation of new leaders. Not only does the leader observe the
demonstration of the Supervisor but he has an opportunity to discuss
the principles and techniques involved.
C. Assignment
Specific areas are assigned to the several leaders.
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A distinction is made between the down-town area and the suburban
districts. The dovm-tovn area is divided into four sections: (l)
Area 1. Bounded by: Sudbury, Portland, Atlantic and Commercial
Streets.
Including: Scollay, Bowdoin Squares, North Station,
North End and the Market District.
Area 2. Bounded by: Beacon, Charles and Nashua Streets
Including: West End, Esplanade and Beacon Hill.
Area 3. Bounded by: Park, Tremont, Boylston, Essex, Atlantic and
State Streets.
Including; Boston Common, South Station, Newspaper
offices. Shopping and Theatre districts.
Area 4. Bounded by: Col\ambus, Boylston, Harrison Ave. and Dover
Streets
Including; Bus Terminal district. Night club district
and the South End.
Each leader is expected to become thoroughly acquainted with
the street traders in his area and v/ith the personal and environmental
factors affecting street trades in his area.
Each leader carries three clubs as soon as he is able to
organize them. Thus three tv/o-hour periods are spent on the street
and the equivalent is spent in club meetings. In addition two-hour
conferences are held weekly.
D. Supervision
Supervision is carried on from the point of viewr of leadership
training as w^ell as a necessity of administration. Weekly and monthly
staff meetings are a means of supervision. The leaders* reports on
street work and club work are also an instrument used in supervision.
The Supervisor periodically visits the clubs and utilizes his observa-
tions as topics for individual conferences and staff meetings. The
1. See Map pp. 22a.
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Supervisor also accompanies periodically the leaders upon their
friendship tours. In this manner leaders are not only trained hut
also supervised.
III. Friendship Tours.
A. Objectives
Leaders spend three two-hour periods on the street each \*reek
for the purpose of getting acquainted with street-traders and the
situations confronting them. This process is called friendship tour
because the basis for working with street trades boys is friendly
relationships. Having no legal authority, leaders cannot coerce street
trades boys. Any action taken by the members or other street traders
is of their otm vilition encouraged by v^hatever influence the leader
may have because of his friendly relationship.
The boys ;^lth whom the leaders become acquainted on the streets
are invited to form Extension clubs in their neighborhoods. The
leader assumes the role of club director. However, friendship tours
do not terminate vdth the formation of clubs. The experiences and
problems which the leader observes on the street become the content
of club discussion. Many problems are discussed on the street vhen
and where they occur. The leader participates as a friend interested
in the particular problem, as is illustrated in the following case:
Case ^ (Bootblacks and Essex Street Policeman)
Leader 0 had become acquainted with a group of boot-
blacks shining near the corner of Essex and 'Washington Streets.
In talking vdth them over a period of weeks he learned that
they were being chased away by a policeman and the boys in
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turn vrere not only baiting the fat officer but were begin-
ning to regard "cop-dodging" as capital sport. However, it
did interfere with their business and began to cut dovm
their earnings. They pointed out the officer to 0 who cul-
tivated the officer's acquaintance and learned his attitude
toward the bootblacks. These shineboys v/ere the bane of the
officer's existence. Vehemently he described them as "little
bastards" and threatened to " tear 'em apart if I ever lay
hands on them". However, he could never lay hands on them
because they were too agile and fast for him. After the
officer had expressed his feelings he explained to 0 what the
basic trouble was. A restaurant keeper had complained so
often to the police station because these boys w'ere block-
ing his doorway and committing other nuisances, that the
officer had been taken to task by the Captain. In spite
of all his efforts the situation was grovdng worse. v\'hen-
ever he spied a bootblack he "saw ren" and would give him
a boot regardless of "vdiat he was doing. The boys on the
other hand regarded him as a mean cop wdth a grudge "agin
us". 0 explained the officer's viewpoint to the boys and
the boys viexvpoint to the officer. Finally, an understand-
ing was arrived at. The boys vrere to keep away from the
particular restaurant and the officer would not chase the
boys away from any other spot providing they did not create
a disturbance. This xmderstanding evolved after many con-
ferences on the street. Hovrever, the boys balked at meet-
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ing the officer face to face and making a definite agree-
ment. It was some time before the suspicions of the boys
that they were being trapped could be allayed. With pa-
tience and strengthening of the relationship betTiv^een the
boys and 0, the leader was finally able to bring the police-
man and the boys face to face to talk it over. A session
was held right on the busy street corner between the
officer and ten boys with the leader acting as intermediary.
Each presented his story; each listened to the other; an
arrangement was agreed upon eind everyone shook hands on it.
The crowd that gathered gazed with amazement at the pheno-
menon of a "big Irish cop shakin' hands with a gang of dirty
Eyetalian shineboys".
In the consultations that were held between worker and
Supervisor the follomng was brought out. Adjusting human rela-
tionships is a slow process. The role of the worker is not that of
"Fixer-upper" but that of an intermediary viho directs his efforts
at bringing the two conflicting parties on neutral grounds in order
that each may become acquainted with the other’s viewpoint with the
minimum amount of emotion. The worker's success depends on the
friendly relationship and confidence that he has developed with all
parties concerned. The worker must accept although not necessarily
agree with the emotional attitude of each party and allow for their
expression. The real basis for the conflict must be uncovered by
the worker and brought to the attention of the parties involved. The
parties must see the advantages of a better adjustment and desire
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a chanfce before anything can be accomplished. This desire for
change cannot be instilled into the parties by ’’sale stalk". The
method of raising questions and slovdy developing such a desire is
^ar more effective. The practice of bootblacks change only -with the
development of new attitudes. New attitudes are developed by par-
ticipating in and thinking through a situation. Telling shineboys
what’s good for them does not effect any change. This case is an
example of the social group work process as applied to an actual
street trades situation.
Techniques of Friendship Tours
The particular techniques employed by the leaders on their
friendship tours depend largely upon the background and personality
of the worker, his understanding of the social groupwork process and
the particular situation that arises. In general the approach to
street traders is a conversational one. It is important for the
worker to be on the street regularly and consistently on particular
days and at particular hours. First the leader becomes oriented to
his particular area, its physical make-up and characteristics and
type of inhabitants. He then notes the number of street traders and
v.hen and where they conduct their business. Friendships with street
trades beys are developed gradualljr. At first the worker may make
a casual comment as he passes. As the boy sees the leader upon a
number of occasions and the conversation expands and suspicion on
the part of the boy is allayed. As a result of repeated contacts
the conversation takes a more direct and intimate aspect. Some com-
mon experience or interest or acquaintance is usually the basis for
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more intimate relationships.
Although the leaders usually carry hut three clubs each with
a total of forty- five boys, actual Ij/- he may make friends with many
more. Friendships are developed not only with bootblacks sjid other
street traders but also mth all kinds of persons who are concerned
v/ith street trades, i. e. policemen, building superintendents and
store managers.
Sometimes idie leader comes across a street situation vtiich
is so involved that it requires more time and skill than he is able
to give. In such cases the supemrisor takes on the responsibility.
As in the following example:
Case
-fiA (Bootblacks and the Store Manager)
Leader B. in his friendship tours came across a group
of boys who were part of a larger group that made a habit of
ganging up in front of one of the larger clothing stores in
doi'/ntown Boston. The manager had complained to the police
Euid as a result there was constant friction betvreen the police
and the boys and also with the store manager. The leader
talked mth these boys but discovered that several of the
older boys who were the natural gang leaders of this group
did their business at such time vdien the leader was not able
to meet them. The leader discussed the situation with the
policemen but got veiy little satisfaction inasmuch as they
told him that ’’orders wnas orders”. However, he did dis-
cover that the store mianager was the prson who was bringing
pressure to bear upon the bootblacks.
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The leader asked the Supervisor to assist in this situa-
tion. Through the leader and through his otoi street tours
the Supervisor soon established friendly relationships vith
practically all the boys involved in this situation. He
also became acquainted -with the policemen and the store mana-
ger. Later, he became acquainted with the vice president
of this large company. One day when the boys were especially
loud in their complaints that the police were kicking them
avre.y, they were asked by the Supervisor v/hether they would
like to settle the thing once and for all. They v/ere skep-
tical but curious. It vib.s explained that the police vrere
chasing the boys avmy because of complaints from the store.
The Supervisor raised the question as to -what vas the basis
for the store manager’s complaints. The boys readilly ad-
mitted that no doubt it was to a large extent their own fault
but v/ere willing to take steps to straighten out the matter.
The Supervisor suggested that they talk it over with the store
manager. Eov/ever, too many bitter v.nrds had been passed back
and forth betr.'een them and the suggestion was turned down.
One of the boys had been shining the shoes of
-the vice-presi-
dent of the company and he felt that this man would be a
safe person to talk to. The rest of the bo;ys agreed that
this might be a good idea but they all hesitated to approach
him. After a good deal of discussion which occurred over
a period of several contacts, the boys finally agreed to
send a committee to present their story providing the super-
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visor Tivith them. The Supervisor asked the boys yrhether
they T/ere veiling to abide by vhatever decision their rep-
resentatives arrived at v/ith the vice-president. This they
agreed to. The Supervisor then made an appointment with
the vice-president.
At the appointed hour a small group of grimy boot-
blacks accompanied the Supervisor to the top floor of the
building end were ushered into a lujcuriously carpeted and
furnished executive suite of offices. The tattered sv/^eaters
and soiled dimgerees of the bootblacks vrere most incon-
gruous in this mdem expensively equipped office. The
Supervisor introduced himself and the boys to the vice-
president and he in turn greeted us cordially and in a most
business-like manner. We explained that these boys rep-
resented a group that had been involved in the difficulties
about which there had been so much concern. The vice-
president in a straight forv/ard business like manner without
reproach or ’'sermonizing” presented the problem as his
company was faced vdth it. He quoted in dollars and cents
the amount of money that it costs for the rent and display
of the store windov/s. He quoted the number of people em-
ployed and the amount of business that had to be done in order
to keep these people employed. He showed that by the boys
blocking the windows, pestering the prospective customers,
and blocking the store entrances that they w^ere cutting
into his business, which had serious consequences. Very
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shrewdly he coinmended them for their being alert to the
fact that this comer v/as a good business corner. Ee added
that he vra.s sympathetic and interested in boys who were
trying to help their folks by earning money. However, he
would like to see them continue vith their business in such
a way that it would not interfere or restrict his business*
The boys in turn presented their story that the cops were
kicking them around regardless of hov/ well they behaved
themselves or how veil they conducted their business, llany
specific situat'ions were -entione d. Finally, it was agreed
that the police were to be asked by the vice-president no
longer to molest the boys although it was explained that
their action had been in line of duty and not of personal
malice. In return the boys agreed to restrict their solici-
tation in such a way that prospective customers wnuld not
be driven awaj/ from the front of the store. They also agreed
to have their customers stand at the curbing and not against
the store windows. The vice-president agreed to permit the
boys to take their customers within the arcade of the store
as long as the entrances wrere not blocked.
These boys then returned and reported to liieir group
what had transpired. It was pointed out that each one hs.d
a joint responsibility in keeping the agreement. This they
did with unusual consistency.
IV. Club Work.
A. Meeting places
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Club meetings are held weekly in v;^hatever places there are
available in the particular community. Extension clubs meet in
churches, fire stations, fraternal buildings, garages and public
schools. We are in accord with the view held by some that schools
and other public buildings v/hich represent a community investment
running into millions of dollars should be utilized to their maximvim
capacity for the benefit of the community.'-.
The seven bootblack clubs meet' in the l''/illiam Blackstone
School, West End; Michaelangelo School, North End; English High
School, South End and Joseph Barnes School, East Boston. These
meeting places are made available through the Department of Extended
Use of Public Schools of Boston. Through courtesy extended by ¥xt S.
Max Nelson and Mr. Welsh, tvro clubs m.eet in the Jeffries Point Club.
Although there are many advantages in using school centers
such as convenient location and utilization of existing facilities,
there are also several disadvantages. Regular school rooms are not
usually well suited for informal, unregimented groups. Schoolrooms
with the desks screxved into the floors do not permit active programs.
There are many things in the school room which attract boys and v/hich
may be stolen or abused. For the most part principals and teachers
have been cooperative and sympathetic with our endeavor. Occasionally,
there are teachers w'ho have a proprietary attitude toward their
schoolroom and regard the cliii’s use of the room as an invs.sion.
The proper use of school room.s for club purposes by the
members has been an educative process. For a group of unregimented
bootblacks to use a schoolroom vath all its equipment and to resist
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the natural temptation of delving into pupils’ desks and handling
the teachers' hooks end papers is indicative of progress in social
grovrfch.
The Supervisor can never forget the first meeting that v-as
held in a schoolroom three years ago. The raid and riot that vas
perpetrated by the boys vn.th inkvrells being thro-Rn across the room
and books being cast out of the window was a virtual nightmare
vrhich caused him many sleepless nights. If one vrere to observe these
same boys in the same sbhoolrooms carrying on their meetings in an
orderly fashion and without disturbing a single item of school pro-
perty, one w^ould be amazed that such a change could have occurred.
B. Organization and Mem.be rship
After the leader has become acquainted with several street
traders on the street who live in the same neighborhood, he invites
them to form a club and to meet with him at the local center. These
boys in turn usually invite other bootblacks among their friends
to join the club. Occasionally the leader will invite other boys
to join the nucleus of a club. Ir all cases after the initial meet-
ing, new members are voted in by the charter members. The club is
a self determined group using the democratic procedure in forming
its membership. As far as is possible, boys of a particular trade
are invited to form blubs of boys in the sam.e trade. Often natural
gangs make up an entire club. This is especially tn^e of bootblacks
because of their habit of ganging up while at work.
Membership is restricted to no more than fifteen boys per
club as experience has shovai us that groups larger than this become
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vmv/ieldy and difficult to handle especially in a school classroom.
C. Club Methods
The methods used in Extension club work are in accord v/ith
the principles of progressive eudcation. The degree to vdiich these
principles are followed depend largely on the understanding and skill
of each particular leader. No predetermined program is foisted upon
the group. The activities of the club rise out of the interest of
the members, and especially from the shared or common experiences
•vdiich arise on the street. The leader develops a sensitivity to
the interest of the group and learns to recognize the opportunity,
in any given situation, to develop a latent interest. Vfhere boys do
not show any particular interest, the leader may initiate activity
but skillfully v/ithdraws and allovirs the members maximum participation
and planning in the particular activity. Some clubs follov/ the
conventional club procedvire and other clubs are entirely informal
in their procedure. In any case the procedure is determined by the
make up and desire of the group as the leader sees it.
D. Club Content
As stated above, the club activities depend upon the desires
of the group, the available facilities and the direction of the
leader. The business of club organization and election usually be-
comes the first activity of the club. From time to time organiza-
tional matters are discussed. Discussion of street trades problems
or of other life experiences are held during part of the meeting.
Recognizing the need of recreation on the part of these boys, games
of various kinds, although limited to the restrictions of available
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facilities,may also be engaged in. Occasionally, there are special
trips to places of interest, parties and athletics as part of the
f
club activity.
Some leaders have fourd it expedient to divide their club
meeting into three parts. First, club business vd.ll be discussed
which entails -frie formalities of collecting dues, in those clubs
that have dues, reading of roll call and minutes etc. Secondly, a
discussion is held of seme problem which pertains to the experience
of the group. This may be a street experience or it may arise out
of some other life situation. The third part of the meeting is de-
voted to story telling, or games, or athletics. Other leaders do not
have any formal procedure or standardized club content but merely
sit and talk ivith the club members and discuss whatever is uppermost
in the minds and experience of the boys.
E. Club Discussion
As we have stated several times the procedure and technique
used by the leaders vary in accordance with the personality and
development of each leader. However, arising out of their individual
experiences, a general approach in leading group discussions have
been developed. The subject of club discussions may arise from the
leaders’ observation of boys’ experiences on the street or from the
boys being concerned about some problem with which they are faced in
their business. The problems are not necessarily matters of con-
flict but mny concern such things as improving business methods or
bootblack equipment. Often the club discussion pertains to seme
experience wrhich may not come of their trade. Such as when several
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in.ejjibers of a club became involved in a rendezvous v/ith some girls
as the follovring case explains:
Case (Bootblacks and Girls )
One bootblack club had its meetings constantly in-
terrupted by tv/o girls v.-ho v/-ould knoiffk upon the v/indows and
arrange for dates after the club meeting. This elem.ent of
disturbance v-'as discussed by the group and it Vi,-as brought
out further that many of "these bo^’-s and many other boys in
the neighborhood vrere having sexual intercoxirse "path these
tvfo girls. The members’ relationship ^^dth the leader v/as
such that they felt perfectly free to discuss their experience
in complete detail. The leader raised the question whether
they had ever considered probable consequences from such
promiscuous experience. The discussion v/ent on to a con-
sideration of venereal disease and social hygience. Through-
out the discussion the leader encouraged the boys to parti-
cipate as much as possible. After initiating the discussion
he gave information in reply to the questions of the boys
and very sonsciously assumed an objective attitude v.'hich en-
couraged the boj’-s not necessarily to come to a decision in
this particular situation but rather to develop new atti"tudes
tov/ard sex relationship based on a fuller understanding of
the problems involved. The leader felt that not only ivould
it be futile for him to moralize or attempt to persuade the
boys to follov; sjiy particular line of action but that it
would also destroy the relationship which he had developed
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In "Vihatever \my the discussion is initiated ’'the leader be-
comes passive except to encourage every member to express himself,
and to see that reasonable order is kept. This does not mesji that
he becomes entirely inactive for he has the sam.e right as ejiy member
to express his viev/. T/hen the varioxis points of viev have been ex-
pressed, the leader summarizes them and interprets them in the light
of knoim facts. He may indicate several possible solutions but he
does not by verbal or facial expressions indicate -what he thinks
is the solution, ilany times there is no ’’the solution”. The im-
portant thing is that misunderstandings are clarified and that the
members have been stimulated to face the problem and to think the
problem through. Final conclusions may or may not be dra-wn up by
the group. However, new attitudes based upon facts are developed.
The process of drawing out the opinions and thoughts of the
members and helping them to interpret and evaluate their attitudes
and actions rather than telling the members or advising them '^^dlat
to do is parallel to the process of psychotheraphy described by
Dr. Robert Young in his Drk at the Massachusetts General Hospital.
Boys are encouraged to develop insight into their problems they are
not "given" insight or advice.
F. Street Trader s* Council
The Street Traders’ Council is made up of representatives
from the several clubs. Sometimes a boy nay represent an individual
club or he may represent an entire group of clubs from the same
neighborhood. The Co\mcil is a vehicle for developing continuity
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and integration among the several clubs. The Supervisor acts as
director of the Council. Through the Council, plans are made for
occasional parties in which all club members are invited. The
CoToncil also arranges for interclub activities such as basketball
league and the Street- Traders ’ Journal.
H. Facilitie s at the ^uri^ugl^ Newsb oys Foundation
Although no membership fee is required of members in the
Extension clubs, certain opportunities are made available to them at
the Foundation. The game-room, g3minasium and som.e craft classes
are open to them during the afternoon periods. They are also in-
vited to attend the Friday afternoon movies and entertainment. Each
Extension member is encouraged to take advantage of the Foundation
medical clinic.
I^'^Qgration of Group Work and Case Work.
As we have indicated previously, whenever a situation
arises through club or street contacts involving a mem.ber ora
group of street traders and which requires special attention, the
leader will consider it on a case basis. Sometimes referral is imde
to the Supervisor. Problems range from giving necessary information
regarding the procurement of licenses to personal difficulties in-
volving home visitation and co-operation of case work agencies. The
following is a sample case:
Case ^ ( G. R .
)
G. came to the Supervisor one day appearing very much
upset. He had been failing in High School and his father
threatened to send him away. Our impression of G. based
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on a friendljr relationship lasting over a year, vj&s that he
had the intelligence to do successful school work. We
suspected that his real difficulty lay in some eiher direc-
tion. At G.'s request v/e called upon the father who ad-
mitted that he v/as at a loss to knov/- how to handle G. but
v/as not ready to admit that anyone else could handle b im.
fie obtained a clearer picture of the home situation which
centered about the separation of the father and mother. The
father v/as not v/illing to have G. studied at the Judge Baker
Guidance Center for reasons which we discovered later vdien
we read case histories of the family in several social agencies.
Tife were able, however, to arrange for a battery of psycho-
logical tests which indicated that G, had the ability to do
successful school v/ork in his present grade, flhen G. was
reinstated in school ire had him tutored by another High
school boy who was President of the Council. At present G.
is doing passing v/ork at school. From time to time G. comes
to us and talks about his troubles. Slov/ly but gradually
we are getting to his real difficulty vhich involves his
ambivalence toward his parents.
Boys needing medical attention as indicated by examination
at the Foundation Clinic are referred by the Foimdation Medical
Social Viforker for treatment at the specified hospital or clinic.
Under-nourished boys are invited to attend the Food Clinic at ths
Foxmdation. Arrangements are iiade at the Harvard Dental School for
those vdio nejpd dental care.
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VI. Methods of Evaluation.
A. Criteria
A major difficulty in evaluating the result of social group
work is that there are no generally accepted criteria by which one
can evaluate the work. Although the need for such criteria have been
recognized. Professor Arthur L. Swift points out that the social
sciences, inclxjding psychology, have not yet developed to liie point
where one set of aims can be factually and finally validated in
contradistinction to another. The principles of group vrork are still
in the realm of philosophy rather than in the realm of scientific
law. (l)
Enrollment and attendance is the most widely used criteria
of evaluation. These quantitative measures are usually utilized
for presentation to boards, business. men and the general public
as an indication of the scope of the work done and the need for
continued or additional financial support. Such quantitative measures
have but a limited value to a real -understanding of social group
vrork progress or achievement.
Another quantitative criterion is the number of different
activities in -which members have participated. They, ho's'.'-ever, give
no indication of the changes that have taken place within the group
or T/ithin the individuals as a result of the activities and inter-
play of personalities. Truly significant evaluation of social group
vrork must be based on qualitative measurements j on changes in
attitudes and behavior. Al-though many tests have been devised for
1. Swift, Ar-thur L. "Research k I&thods of Evaluation
in Group Work" Proceedings of Nat. Conf. S. W. 1956.
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qualitative measuring of changes in hvonan personality, they are
still in the experimental stage and too limited and costly to be
of much practical value. Another step in the direction of quali-
tative evaluation is based on schedules for the obseinration and evalua
tion of individual and group attitude and behavior. In the Leaders'
Conference the need for a schedule of club observation was indicated
and devised.
B. Recording
The observation schedule as developed in the leaders' con-
ference xvas called a Report of Progress. It gave the name of club
and leader and other identifying material. The group make-up and
interest was described as v/ell as the place of meeting and its
facilities. The general attitude of the group was noted both prior
to and during the meeting. The chronological order of the meeting
was outlined and the contents of the discussion v/as recorded. The
number of participants in the discussion -was stated as well as the
club enrollment and attendance. Those members who deviated from the
group behavior were named and their reactions to particular situations
were described. Any new discovered interest of the group or of the
individual mflmbers was also recorded, (l)
The weekly reports accumulated over a period of many weeks
and attained such a bulk that in order to maintain perspective and
to indicate trends some of the insignificant data was transposed onto
graphs. (2)
1. See sample Report of Progress, pp. 125
2. See sample Club Graph, pp. 126
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REPORT OP PIOGRESS
iJo
.
Date ^1^/3 9lt<e ether Competing Events
Center cIa P. U f //) Leader
Club Enrollment Attendance //
Age: Max . Min, jf Average jy/y hour of Meeting 7 -9
Describe group maKe-up and interest:
(How Group came together with leader)
(Natural ^phg^ trade, etc)
Describe Meeting place:
(Tjpe of build ing ,room and equipment)
Describe the general attitude, character or tone qf imembeis a
p^lor to ^eetina. ^ ^ ^
Outline chronological order of meeting
:
^
(3LMA>oiJLA>-. - LuuOOOJ^gi [yCUW-XA^
State content of meeting:
State number of participants: ^
Desci-ibe the general attitude, character oi. tone o^ member
during the discussion:
^ ^ -
tv\
Name members who deviate fron the group behavior:
Desirribe their reactions to particular situations
)J VAy VjuVVM-AJLACL^^
Hecoid anj, newl^ discover^ec inteiests: j
^
0^oS(oulwoio^
^
([^j j>y|AAA^ A
l/vexAM^
cjlAaA^
oJ&L
;
vui^u/j
0(A>
i
I
D
12B
Leader : B Club: D Center:
I
Enrollment
Attendance
Ntimber of
Discussants
Attitudes :
Co-operative -
Uninterested -
Defiant
Discussions
P (LXAA-^CAAAijf
f^Xice.
School
• •
--r*
....
,
. i
4- •
I
- T
i *
I
*
!
•
These graphs lend themselves to interpretation of the group
development, activities and attitudes, Scuh questions are raised
as: what is the significance of correlation hetvreen enrollment and
attendance? ifftiat is significant about the number of discussions?
i/ifliat does the club's reaction signify in light of the subject dis-
cussed at any particular meeting? YJho is the persistent deviant
and vdiat is troubling him?
These record forms are still in their early experimental
stages and need further development and refinement. At present
they do indicate certain trends in behavior of the group. Apart
from being the basis for club evaluation, the records are excellent
tools for leadership training and supervision. Careful recording
requires sensitivity in observation and considerable reflection
which in turn stimulates the leader to make his vrork more purpose-
ful and effective.
More recently the leaders have been discussing the need of
and basis for observation schedules on individual members. At the
present time we are considering various items to be observed in such
a schedule. It v:as decided that observations of each individual
member's attitude, behavior sind role in the club would be recorded
at the beginning of the club season and again at the end of the
club season. It is believed that changes in behavior and attitudes
would thus be revealed. Those individuals vho deviated from the
group conduct v/ould be studied more intensively throughout the year.
Information would be recorded not only on the club situation of
these bcf/-s but also in regard to other aspects of their social life;
wOTr lo o:} B©vr«*S5»rfit 1. 10 ’' veriT
becl-pt 3xtol;h:ftup xli/y- . r ar>jj5 c;#'rt ^ bcji f.^x«:^iTiJ'0* jdrtWCxofi!»v®i;
^
.
*
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fot£:( -'^ CL«
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^xwgtni uA aaa© rr'.irs /^itA i'fl0nq >lev©b ao^Uai/l ittr. ao-^ets
©rs;? 're • •j/riixisc' ffi sb.ztrua- nJx>*>i<>o ©liaf.
‘
air?srr9f>x© Bta abao©?-: ar^rf 3D fv 3 'jLovo d;;f© 30I atzMd etti aoafO: v
%iXtlirTr. 9 »*i [sfiinaO ./iOiaivTiqjiR l«r* ?»axitJani (|M«n';' < ©I'lol
v*
rtol^nnfifrr •Idit*:©b>8ar.o bn» aclt-^vtrado ai s&tii b^i
- *>-iniu"' ©TJoi sliow Bid 9:(ad o«t labBsX t.'li' oiai’ ci fiotJw
I
.3« Xi/^
/jD0n irif riniasi/onib c*9<f avtrf atebo^f ©ff:t •
I
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Xaublriuni cc eelttiedoa tici&/rrr9n'Jd i‘A - baa
I j
::oL<r cJ: L"5/n /sdo »d o;f ^tis>Ji cuoilsv jiitiTobiaaoo Mia acrid "'ig
Xfl'JbivibrI Kdjm '!o cm.' 'd/r\nf>8cfo dadd bebioab ecw dl .aXt/bflrioB a
bobiooBi f'd t liarjr dwl© edd ai cfon.bw ioItb.'.W ,fiLLdid:f.; ..
«di *io b.:© ©K.r b<ia fCDBBfrt di/Io edt ^o >a'n ©ni d/j
6«»ivr.'''‘i£ ‘ icfvad^X ai asjinitdo dndd b«v»lied :i dl .ncaafts tfuXo
oui rroil ov: i -.v>b oxfe aLBobivtinJt aaodT .bfti©<rv’ii ad eyd- t-iiKiyf
.is^f Ddd dtf©.'fni«J*«id ^XoTi«n?dai nor. .b^ibuda --'if bX ;air dot/bocD -rtioi;:
“lo aE>i:dBi;dia difX? ©rfd a'*. \:X»:c doa bsbicoDi ©d fcXt/o< 1 ; id«.JiolaI
:aliX UisoB liedd lo adr^q'aif lertdo od tiB;;<T ai oaXs &ad eaerfd
i. e. school, home, work and play grorips. Scuh boys mi^t be
considered in case conferences and if necessary referred for special
study and treatment. In any case the behavior of the unadjusted
member would be better understood and the club wnrk could be made
more purposeful in helping such a boy develop the ability to make
more satisfactory adjustments.
Vfith such observatior schedules of club and individual
behavior vre would have a more adequate criterion for evaluation of
our VO rk than is available at present*
VII. Conclusion *
Although complete records are not available at the present
time, there are indications of progress along several lines. We
have already mentioned the orderly conduct of clubs meeting \mder
the adverse circinnstances of school rooms which is so strikingly
different from the chaotic, almost riotous behavior manifested by
these same boys previously. Club members have developed socially
to the point where they can carry on a discussion in an orderly
fashion, although not necessarily in a formal marner. This is an
indication of progress especially when compared with the highly
excited and turbulent manner in which bootblacks usually express
their differences* The discussion method of handling life problems
is being utilized by the boys outside of club meetings as exempli-
fied one day when the Supervisor can® upon a group gathered in the
corner of a local playground "analyzing who’s responsible for
bustin’ the bat”*
Group solidarity and the ability to plan and act for the
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interests of the entire group has been developed as is manifested
by the activities and discussions initiated and carried out by the
members. This is particularly significant ivhen vre recall that the
"bootblakc is out for himself**, and that he lives in a world of
merciless competition. The bootblacks in their club work are par-
ticipating perhaps for the first time in a democratic process in
which respect for personality and the practice of co-operation are
the key-notes. In club work they are experiencing a nev/ v.^ay of fac-
ing and handling situations v/hich are directly related to their
everyday problems. This is a learning process educating the boy
in living rather than in preparing him to live.
VjBjny boys have gained insight into problems which they face
in their trade and are developing an appreciation of the fact that
there may be more than one point of view concerning a situation.
Boys have not only discussed improvement of trade practices, but
as leaders have pointed out, in many situations, there has been,
effected better trade methods and relationships.
The importance of happy and constructive relationships in
the adolescent period cannot be too highly emphasized, especially
in the case of bootblacks who come from imder-privileged areas and
are exposed to the deleterious effects of such a social and physical
environment. Emphasis upon the friendship approach by leaders
has fostered rich, stimulating and inspiring relationships between
leaders and the boys. Veiy often "vdien discussing the futvire, a boy
will express the desire to be like *’my leader’*. In the case of
so-called problem boys, they have found in their leader an under-
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standing friend for the first time, one vdio is interested in them
as persons and "Wiho is vdlling to help them not; merely lay dov-n the
law.
Another area in T.hich progress has been made is in the per-
sonal development of leaders. The skill and self confidence mani-
fested by the leaders not only in club work but also in other as-
pects of human relationships indicates that their leadership ex-
periences has had real meaning and value for them. To truly ap-
preciate the degree of the change that has taken place, one has
only to compare them now v;ith their av/kward, xmskilled and self-
conscious picture which they presented but a short time ago. They
have matured not only socially but also intellectually. After a
period of testing psychological and sociological theories in the
everyday world of the bootblack, they have developed a more critical
and contemplative attitude toward their academic work.
In Chapter One v/e have pointed out that bootblacks are a
phenomena of urban life and that varying attitudes toward them are
manifested in different cities. In Chapter Tvro we have made a study
of a significant sampling of bootblacks working in down-town Boston
and have indicated that they are in particular need of social group
work. Chapter Three described a social group v/ork approach to these
bootblacks. Although adequate means of accurately measuring the
results of this approach are not available at present, we feel that
there are sufficient instances and trends of progress to indicate
that there is value in utilizing trade experiences as a basis for
developing better social adjustments which is the primary function
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of social group work. We feel that social group v.ork based on
actT^al life experiences, utilizing existing coinmunity facilities
and concerned with the boy in his total life situation is sound aid
warrants further experimentation and development. Expansion of co-
operative scholarships and affiliation vath professional schools
in vdiich leaders are given accredited field vjo rk is recommended as
furthering the developm.ent of social group work, improving the
training of leaders and rendering a better service to the community.
The recognition of need for more adequate, qualitative m.easurement
of social group work and the endeavor to devise such measures is a
necessary step in developing and refining social group work.
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SAItiPLE of SCHEDULE
PER30ML DA.TA
Name Address
Age Birthdate Birthplace
Grade School Religion
Father Mother
Birthplace
Nationality
Occupation
Living
;
Yes No Yes No
At Hone: Yes No Yes No
No* Living at Home No* in Street-trades No* in School
Ho, of Rooms in Flat No* of Families in Building
YOiat eiubs do you belong to
"i/yhat is your favorite pastime; How manjr times per week:
1* Books
C* Crafts
3* Cards
4* Pool
5* Sports
6* Movies
7. Any Other
Leader Club Date
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TRADE DATA
License: Yes No Age Upon Entering Trade
Reason For Entering Trade:
1. To earn for myself 4. For fun of it
2# Because my friends did 5. To Help Out My Feonily
3. My Parents Sent Me 6. Other
Active During Months: J FMAMJ JASOND
Hours of Work : Earnings :
Daily
Saturday
Sunday
Holiday
What Do You Do Y/ith You Earnings:
Stsind Location
How Did You Get Your Shine Box:
Materials Listed With Cost :
1* brushes
2. cloths
3. liquid^
Itinerant Location
Total Cost of Box;
4* paste
5. daubers
6. stand
Steps in Shining :
!•
2
.
3 .
5.
6 .
7.
4 8
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TRAPS DATA COHT.
How Do You Get Your Business: (Method of Solicitation)
Do You Shine For Yourself For a Boss With a Partner
Do You Shine by Yourself With How Many Othefs
Are Policemen on the Beat Friendly?
Are Supts. of Buildings Friendly?
Are Store Managers Friendly?
Are Passersby Friendly?
A8e Customers Friendly?
Is each shineboy out for himself Does he help others
Check other trades in which you also engage: NB PED
At Work How Often Does Your Gang : At Work How Often Do You Wcth Others :
Often Sometimes Rarely Often Sometimes Rarely
Gang Up
Fool Around
Argue
Fight
Play Cards
Pitch Pennies
Get Kicked Away
*^0 fcofitwl-l) jaeo/iiarfl'njcY ioO troY oQ woH
feoiriiB^ j® tiilTir aiou a lo*} YX««TtfoY *soS 'aatdS coT oQ
^
c ^a/tcK) /l.tift lIe8^ooY a/ririS itfoY oG
:fA9a eri:t jjo a»flreoiXo*? stA
?YXb<i0XT,'a esclollwff *Jo >:ttqtsB srj,
^yjbn9li*i t-io30ai>.« ono&8 atA
.
u^-T -n -yi ' — 1 1 *- -^.^. - I ii.-i. I " '
_
-^sto**.*! »tA
^ ^
fylbnaitY «***fl»3'»ww ’»ftA
^
•id »6oG tlaoiaxH tol ;^ua yodeaijia no^j® al
fT?: aegaym otia wr>Y rfoirtw xil 8eb«K> iof{i^o icorfD
;.'C1^1. act':0 woH jfioW iA lytaS itwY aooCI a®ilQ >'t>H V’xoV/
-plana r; ‘jegidfi^C gfcj'lC- yXafH :.»»«ldeao2 aailO
sn-aO
*
*
Xoo'?
*
awS^A
ttHjsO vbX*?
aBlnna^I dodi'^
jmpA haiioiil dob
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